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]iversity requirement begins for new BSU students next fall
Requirement
approved after 10
'ears of discussion
BY SARA BAHNSON
News Editor
\fter over 10 years of discussion,
ew diversity requirement aiming
educate students on culturaldif-
ences goes into effect during the
12006 semester at Boise State.
"I think it's crucial for students to
~ean awareness of other cultures
d address our world's issues in
terms of cultural exclusion and op-
pression," said Bob McCarl, chair of
the Faculty Senate's diversity com-
mittee and anthropology professor.
Students will fulfill the require-
ment for a baccalaureate degree by
taking a three-credit classexplor-
ing differences in gender, sexual
orientation, class, race, culture,
- ability, nationality, religion and/
or ethnicity. The new diversity re-
quirement will not affect the C!Jr-
relit 12~ credits that are necessary
for graduation.
According to the National Survey
on. Diversity in the Undergraduate
Curriculum, 54 percent of U.S. col-
leges and universities have a diver-
sity requirement.
McCarl said discussion of a di-
versity requirement at BSU arose
about 10years <:gowith ASBSU Vice
President Lisa Sanchez.
"We've been working on it ever
since," McCarl said of the Faculty
Senate committee. .
ASBSU passed a resolution sup-
porting a diversity requirement in
December 2002, which was later
approved by the Faculty Senate in
November 2003.
Classes approved for the diver-
sity requirement are already part
of the catalog of classes offered at
BSU, McCarl said.
"Many of the classes that qualify
for the diversity requirement are
core classes," McCarl said, thus
students can fulfill both the core
requirement and the diversity re-
quirement with some classes.
McCarl said BSU would offer
more sections of the classes-that
will fulfill the dlversityrequirement
beginning this coming fall in order-
'to accommodate more students.
Classes that fulfill the diversity
requirement include cultura( an-
thropology, plants .and society,
African-American literature, intro-
duction to gender studies, contem-
porary political ideologies, intro-
duction to multi-ethnic studies, ur-
ban sociology, exceptionality in the
schools and all foreign language
classes. However, McCarl said the
aim of the diversity requirement
extends beyond these few classes.
"The goal is to have diversity con-
tent in all of the classes at the uni-
versity and we hope to help the fac-
ulty do this," McCarl said.
The requirement applies to stu-
dents first registering in fall 2006
and will not affect students who
were enrolled prior to fall 2006,
McCarl said.
"As long as you are continuously
enrolled, you are held to the catalog
that you began with as a student,"
McCarl said.
In the future, McCarl said stipu-
lations would be added to the diver-
sity requirement.
For example, he said internation-
al students or students who speak a
foreign language may be able to opt
out of an introductory foreign lan-
guage course, which would fulfill
their diversity requirement without
having to take a class.
McCarl said the study abroad
program might also fulfill the di-
versity requirement in the future,
McCarl said English professor
Marcy Newman was integral to de-
veloping the new diversity require-
ment. McCarl said it was a very col-
laborative effort by the BStJ Faculty
Senate, faculty and students.
Remembering the Dream
.tudents:!community march to Statehouse for human rights rally
sa State students and communi-
nembers designed and displayed
ns for a rally on Martin Luther
19 Jr. day at the Idaho Statehouse.
:!Y JESSICA WIGL.EY
, News Writer
RJ.esidents .Ofall agoes fromBoise. and surround-ing. areas participatedln the Martin Luther
g Jr. events Monday morning.
march began in the Boise State
Ian Ballroom of the Student
on Building and wrapped up at
steps of the Idaho Statehouse.
lartin Luther King Committee
ir Rodney Curley said he. be-
es that the event is very benefl-
to students because it educates
them about local human rights Is-
sues and brings these issues to the
surface.
"Boise is typically looked at as a
conservative state and we wantto
break through that barrier," Curley
said.
A diverse group of people carne
together at the rally with signs efu-
phaslzing the Importance of human
rights and equality. Many partici-
pants represented contemporary Is-
sues Including women's rights, gay
rights, political concerns, ~atlve
American rights, Latino American, .
rights, African American rights and
other multicultural concerns.
Not only was racism and inequal-
ity contested at the event; but also
opposition to the war in Iraq was
widely demonstrated by partici-
pants who emphasized peace.
c When asked what Martin Luther
King Jr. day meant to 9-year-old
Denise McCanna, she said, "It
means we want our troops to come
home and peace brought to the
world," as she made a sign that read
'Bring Our Troops Home."
McCarma's.. close family friend
Randy johnson brought her to the
rally and also participated in the
day's events. Johnson had been de- also spoke at the event regarding
ployed in Iraq for 18months and re- BSU's diverse student, population
cently returned to Idaho. and policy of acceptance.
After the sign making was com- "It's important that we get out of
pleted, participants marched to our comfort zones and get to know
the Statehouse carrying their signs different cultures, religions and
and chanting, "What do. we want? races," Holladay said.
Human Rights! When do we want Other speakers included ASBSU
it? Now!" Sen. Dang Du, Vice President Of
St. Paul's Baptist Childr.en's Choir Idaho Progressive Student Allilmce .
sang at the Statehouse steps until "Megan Egbert; student essay win-
Curley officially began the ceremo- ner and 8th_grader at South Middle
ny. School Hannah Wilkett and ended
"Dr. King had a dream and I see with a rap performance by BSU stu-
that happenIng today," Curley said.
- ASBSU 'President Joe Holladay SeeMLK (page 31
, A Boise State alum pledged$10,000 to establish construc-
tion management and business
scholarships at BSU during the
fall Phonathon.
Northern California resident,
Doyle Heaton; graduated from
Boise Junior College in 1961.
His donation constitutes
the largest single pledge in the
Phonathon's history.
Heaton pledged an additional
$50,000 over the next five years
to be added to the scholarships.
Through BSU's Boise Industrial
Foundation matching funds
program, Heaton's gift quall-
lies for an additional $5,000 In
matching funds.
"I am happy to be able to do
this for students," Heaton said.
Matching gifts are an im-
portant source of revenue for
Boise State.
This year, the Phonathon has
the potential to raise an addi-
tional $8,000 from donors who
work for companies that match
gifts to educational institutions.
More than 3,240 alumni and
friends of the university ton-
tributedto the annual pledge
drive administered .by the
BSU Foundation.
Through these pledges the fall
2005 Phonathon raised a total of
$213,924. '
This money will be used to .
support and enhance BSU's ac-
ademic .colleges,' departments- .
and programs. During the ne~ :
few months, thefuundatlon will'
send follow-up letters to alumni
and friends who could not he
reached by phone, asking for
their support. - ' .
..
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Phnnathnn
•raises
largest
pledge ever
BSUalum
to give $10,000
to establish
scholarship funds
BY GINNY
EGGL.ESTON
News Writer
world
tWb.tigr~tstritite
· to keeptbeir .
d1-e~ms.alive
Fernando Fernandez was 17
when he learned that, in Mexico,
dreams are too often cast aside. His
dream was to become a veterinar-
ian; reality forced him to migrate
to the United States to help support
his nine siblings:
Now, he and other Chicago-
area immigrants from the central
Mexican town of Indaparapeo want
to help the next generation hold on
to its aspirations.
In an unusual initiative, the as-
sociation has bankrolled 40 college
scholarships designed to let youth
stay in Mexico, get an education
and avoid a lifetime in a strange
land.
"We lived this disappointment,
in the flesh," Fernandez said. "Why
not create another path?" -
. The Indaparapeo project runs
• counter to the usual focus of immi-
grant associations, which typically
pool their money to build bridges,
· sewer systems and other public
works projects back home. .
. The scholarship initiative is so
unusual, Mexican federal offl-
· cials and development experts say,
that they are using it as a national
model, one more strategy to slow
the devastating exodus of Mexico's
brightest young citizens to the U.S.
.' The effort, which costs the group
about $16,000 a year, has tapped
Indaparapeo natives from Illinois
and California, through raffles,
pinners and other grass-roots fund-
raisers.
Luis Tovar, president. of the
Indaparapeo Group, hoped to be
an engineer but instead worked in
a Chicago factory, and ended up
a union official. Fernandez, the
·WoUId~beveterinarian, owns shops
that Install auto windshields; They
have' both succeeded in material
terms but stl1l feel the loss of aban-
doning their families. and home-
towns.
Fernandez, 36, said he realizes
· the scholarships will only chip
away at that problem: But thanks to
the scholarships, recently approved
for a second year, dozens of youth
·are studying psychology, engineer-
ing and other subjects.
national
Experts warn oil,
gasoline prices will
stay volatile
WASHINGTON~ Mounting un-
rest in oil-rich Nigeria and a brew-
ing political showdown with Iran
over its nuclear program sent crude
oil prices surging Tuesday to three-
month highs, as analysts warned
that record oil prices may be com-
ingsoon.
On Tuesday the price of crude oil
climbed to $66.30 a barrel at the
close of trading on the New York
Mercantile Exchange, the highest
close since early October. Some an-
alysts warn that prices 'could soon
go past the all-time inflation-ad-
justed record of $70.85, set Aug. 30
after Hurricane Katrina.
Rising oil prices quickly translate
into higher gasoline prices. The na-
tionwide average price of regular
unleaded gasoline stood Tuesday at
$2.32a gallon, according to the AAA
motor club. That's up from $2.21 a
month ago and $1.81a year ago.
If last year's price fluctuations
were unsettling, this year's may
be worse. Here's why. The U.S. and
Chinese economies - the world's
top oil consumers - are expect-
ed to remain hot. That means the
world's appetite for oilwill continue
togrow-by2.2 percent in 2006 to
85.1million barrels per day, accord-
Ing tothe Paris-based International
. Energy Agency.
Available sUPPlY.is drum-tight.
Spare oil-production capacity. re-
mains' around' 2.6 ml1lion barrels
per day - 1.5 million barrels per
day of it in the 011 cartel known as
OPEC.
Translation: Expect oil prices to
stay high because there's not much
wiggle room should production
or exports fall off anywhere in the
world.
"Add in a couple of political
events and the markets are off to
the races," said Philip Flynn, a vice
president and energy trader for
Alaron Trading Corp. in Chicago.
That's precisely what happened
Tuesday, and Flynn expects the
trend to produce' record oil prices
again this year.
"I think $70 a barrel is a lot clos-
er than we think. I think we would
have got to $70 a barrel without
the political firestorm anyway," he
said. "Obviously this (current) sce-
nario gets to that quicker."
Last year's record gasoline prices
of $3.05 per gallon were brought
on by disruptions to oil production
and refining after hurricanes rav-
aged the U.S.Gulf Coast. This year,
it's geopolitics.
"The intersection between poli-
tics and. energy is showing its ugly
- face again, and that all .argues for
upward pressure on prices," said
Ken Stern, a managing director for
HI Consulting in NewYork.
_Nocollege degree?
No problem
WASHINGTON- Some U.S.jobs
pay living wages, are in fast-grow-
ing fields, have lots ofopenings and
don't require bachelor's degrees.
Most of them aren't glamorous,
but they won't be offshored anytime
soon either, according to· a newly
published analysis by the nonprofit
agency Jobs for the Future.
Among them: truck and bus driv-
ing, nursing, construction and
computer-tech jobs.
•Alot ofthese industries are hav-
ing difficulty finding reliable work-
ers with the skl1ls they' require,"
agency official Jerry Rubin said.
His group,' based in Cambridge, .
Mass., winnowed Bureau of Labor
Statistics.data for 725Job categories
to find the best shots.
It looked for jobs that paid
$25,000or more, were in fields with
at least 20,000 openings a year, of-
fered at least some opportunity for
advancement and had modest re-
quirements for education and ex-
perience.-
Its report, "The Right Jobs," pro-
files these winners:
-Registered nurse. Income range:
$'40,100 to $57,500. Projected an-
nual openings: 110,119.Education:
associate degree in nursing. Note:
School admission is highly compet-
itive but the acute nurse shortage is
expected to double by 2015.
-Llcensed practical nurse/li-
censed vocational nurse. Income
range: $26,400 to $37,000.Projected
annualopenings:29,480.Education:
l lth-grade math and reading re-
quired for admission to a 12-month
academic training program.
. -Customer-service represen-
tative. Income range: $20,960 to
$33,540. Projected annual open-
ings: 74,137-.Education: high school
or college plus training provided by
employers. Communlcatiort skills
matter.
- Car/truck mechanic. Income
range: Car,$22,080 to $41,270;
truck, $27,310to $42,730. Projected
annual openings: auto, 31,887;
truck, 10,655. Education: high
school. Training for those without
high school auto-shop experience
lasts six months to two years and
costs $3,000 to $24,000.Note: Head
mechanics at .car' dealerships can
earn $100,000, .
.Many high schools and colleg-
es aren't training for these high-
growth fields, according to Rubin.
Until then, community colleges will
fl1lmost ofthe gaps. "They are a tre-
mendous resource," Rubin said.
lncal/bsu
Extended Studies
offers a look at the
Idaho Legislature
The Division of Extended
Studies and the Political Science
Department at Boise State
University will offer a workshop in
February that gives the public a be-
hind-the-scenes look at the Idaho
Legislature.
It will be held from 8:30 a.m.-
6 p.m. Saturdays, Feb. 4 and 11,
in Room 1I2 of the Education
Building.
The workshop will explore how
the Legislature operates, and fea-
tures presentations by academ-
Ics, legislative leaders, media rep-
resentatives and lobbyists. It also
includes a tour of the Idaho State
Capitol Building. Discussion topics
include elections and campaigns,
the meanings of representation, or-
ganization of the Legislature, the
legislative process and more.
Speakers include: Gary Moncrief,
BSU Department of Political
Science; D. Carl Bianchi, legisla- .
tive staff director; Bob Kustra, BSU
president' and a former legislator;
Bruce Newcomb, Idaho Legislature
house speaker: media representa-
tives, lobbyists and more.
The workshop is open to com-
munity members for a $49' fee; it
also can be taken for one academic
credit. For more information, call
Extended Studies at 426-1709.
THE BIG EASY
$1 DOMESTIC
DRAFTS AND
WELLS FROM
9PM-11PM
BEER PONG!
2ND ANNUAL NW QUEST FOR THE BESTBAND COMPETITION
DATES, GENRES, LINE-UP
,
.•. SATURDAY, JAN 21- ALTERNATIVE. ,ROCK/PUNK
J"I;' OUTSIDE IN ABRUPT EDGE
"""'.'; ELEMENT
12TH OF NEVER
.AN.A PC»PO".C
", "
SMOKIN-HOT
BLUES
THIS
TUESDAY
NIGHT!
TUE~1-24BOURBONSTREET
.... ::=;;;;:;1
Planned Executive
MBAprogram
holds Qpen.house
Organizers for .the planned
Executive MBA program at Boise
State University will hold an infor-
mational open house for prospec-
tive students from 5:30-7:30 p.m,
Monday, Jan. 23. Those interested
in the new program are invited to
drop in anytime during the two-
hour session to be held in the Allen
Noble Hall of Fame adjacent to
Bronco Stadium.
Idaho's first and only Executive
MBA program is designed spe-
cifically for middle- to senior-level
professionals who wish to obtain a
master's in business administra-
tion on a schedule that minimizes
disruption of work and personal
pursuits. The program will run at
the level required by professionals
seeking broader responsibility in
their organizations, and the cur-
riculum will provide participants
with relevant, real-world challeng-
es and applications. Students will
earn an MBA degree in two aca-
demic years of part-time class at-
tendance. The.program is limited
to 35 participants. Visit ernba.bot-
sestate.edu for more information.
The program is scheduled to begin
in September pending final State
Board of Education approval.
what the'?
No, I don't hear
anything, why?
Two muggers robbed and beat a
man in Manchester, England, ap-
parently' not noticing that a po-
lice helicopter was hovering above
them the whole time. Astonished
officers in the chopper filmed the
crime and radioed the location to
colleagues on the ground.
~
VIP) P'ASSES
.53 FLAT ~ATE
i='A~KINEi
AT THE ~KINGi G.6.~ACiE
ON 10TH 6 FrlONT NEXT
TO THE STATEHOUSE INN
1.MLK Jr./Hiunan Rights Celebration Week Continues
I "Blacks In Idaho" "Amnesty International"
6-7:15 a.m. 3:40-4:30 p.m.
Student Union Bishop Student Union Farnsworth
Barnwell Room Room
Free
"Roots" parts III
and IV screening
Noon-3 p.m.
Student Union
Cultural Center
Free
"Into the West"
parts III and IV
screening
Noon-3 p.m
Student Union
Gipson Room
Free
"Distorted Images:
tndlan Romance,
Stereotype, and .
Exclusion In the United
States"
1:40-2:55 p.m.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
Free .
"Natural Rights:
Human Rights and
Environmental Change"
3:15-4:30 p.m.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
Free
"Heterosexlsm: What It
Is, Where It Is Found,
and How to Begin
Stopping It"
4:40-5:55 p.m.
Student Union
Farnswor:th Room
Free
[fram page 11
dent and amateur rapper Kritik.
Following the Statehouse rally,
participants were invited inside
for Gov. Dirk Kempthorne's hu-
man rights speech and a service
fair entitled, "It's a Day On, Not a
Day Off" presented by educator
Will Rainford. .
The Martin Luther King Jr. com-
mittee of Student Activities at BSU
has sponsored the holiday's events
"Crash" screening
7:.15-9:1'5 p.m.
Student Union
Hatch Ballroom
Free
"Roots"
parts V and VI screening
Noon-S p.m.
Student Union
Cultural Center
Free
"Into the West"
parts V and VI
screening
Noon-3 p.m.
Student Union
Gipson Room
Free
"Using a Human Rights
'Organizing Framework"
1:40-2:30 p.m.
Student Union
Farnsworth Room
Free
"Working in I~aho"
2:40-3:30 p.m.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
Free
since the human rights celebration
was first recognized by the univer-
sity in 1990.
In January 1989, students ques-
tioned Boise State leaders about
not recognizing the federal holi-
day. A two-hour heated rally host-
ed by the Black Student Alliance
concluded with a response from
former BSUPresident John Keiser
that a human rights celebration
open to students and the commu-
nitywould be produced by BSU.
Keynote speaker
Charlayne Hunter-Gault
8-9 p.m.
Student Union Jordan
Ballroom
Free tickets available
at Student Union
Information Desk
Hunter-Gault Reception
arid Book Signing
9-10 p.m.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
Free
Service Saturday
for Justice
9a.m.
Student Union Brava Stage
Call 426-4240 for more info
Free
The Princely Players
8p.m.
Morrison Center Stage II
Tickets $5-$10 at
Select-a-Seat, 426-1449
That next year, Student Body
President Jeff Russell organized
a committee with students, staff,
faculty and community members
to fulfill both the students' dream
and president's promise.
As a result, for the past sixteen
years, human rights supporters
have been rallying and marching
from BSUto the Statehouse in rec-
ognition of Martin Luther King Jr.
and the dream he rallied for in the
1960s..
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Hurricane Katrina forced
Dlllard College to dose last
fall. DUlard students plan
to graduate later this year.
Black colleges struggle after Katrina
BYJODIS.COHEN
Chicago Tribune
NEW ORLEANS - On gradu-
ation day later this year, Dillard
University seniors will march down
the campus' grand Avenue of the
Oaks in a ceremony that seems as
old as the oaks themselves.
SeniorDalia Williams plans to be
there, between the rows of broad
trees, proudly graduating from a
college with a 136-year tradition of
educating African-American stu-
dents.
"They opened the doors to con-
tlnuejhe legacy," said Williams,
21, who spent last semester at
the University of Houston after
Hurricane Katrina forced Dillard
and all other New Orleans colleges
and universities to close. "It shows
that no matter what, we can always
recover and rebuild."
While every university here was
damaged by the hurricane, Dillard,
Xavier University of Louisiana and
Southern University at NewOrleans
face particular challenges.
).
Clearwire" wireless high-speed Internet Is the easy way
to unlock all the possibilities of your computer.
You don't play outd.atedgames, so why connect to the Internet Inan outdated
way? Clearwlre Is the next generation of high-speed Internet service. It's wire-
less - all you need Is our modem and a power outlet to connect anywhere In
our coverage area. Up to 25 times faster than dial-up, you get the speed you
need for downloading music, video and photos. No technic len to walt for or
software to download, just plug If In and you're·onllne. Sign up now to get
Clearwlrelnternet Security Plus, Including
antl-spam, anti-virus, firewall, parental
controls and PC Insurance FREE" for six
months -a $30 value!
clear' 4y
..,wirel~ssbroadband,
'Regular rates apply thereafter. Requires mlnlmumservlco agr"emenl, activatlun fee, and le,ase or Pur7~S09"ClJSIQmer eqUIP",~nt.servlceleveIS:f~:tur.'!S,'
and prices may vary byrate'plan and, service area and are subject to change without notice, Other restrlctlonsmaYlIpp!y; 5eew,ww.c!earwlrlJ.~;,>m.BaS~;'
on Security Plus package cost of $4.99 per month' for sll(months Certain limitatIons and restrictions apply, RegularTatt!s apply after the first six-months, You'
carr cancel securitY service at any lime by camng Customer Care at 800-970-2641 SecuritY service providl'!d by an unaffiliated third party, Re~d,terl1'lS0',
service carefuUy.Q Clearwlre.LLC2006. AU.rlghtsrese,rved. . ',/; • .... ..;> '.'i.~':i;;:~",(
The three historically black col-
leges expect to enroll a combined
7,000 students this semester, con-
siderably fewer than in the fall se-
mester before Katrina. And with
relatively small endowments and
alumni networks from which to
raise funds, their efforts to reopen
have been daunting.
Officials of all three universities
said last week that they were driven
by their mission to educate a popu-
lation historically left out of higher
education.
"If something were, to, hap-
pen to Xavier, Dillard and SUNO,
we would have a real problem in
terms of the career productivity of
African-Americans. We can't af-
ford to do that. It is too important
to America," said Xavier President
Norman Francis, the nation's lon-
gest-serving university president at
38years.
Students describe the universi-
ties as small and nurturing, wbere
professors know their names. Some
students also said they feel more
comfortable at a university where
they aren't in the minority. ,
Nationally, black colleges have
had greater success in graduat-
ing black students than other
schools, according to University of
Pennsylvania assistant professor
of education Marybeth Gasman.
While 25 percent of all college-
bound black students attend his:
torically black colleges, 28 percent "
of black college graduates are from
those schools, she said. ,
Xavier sends about 100black stu-
dents to medical school ayear, more
so than any other institution. :
Dillard University, founded i~
1869 to educate freed slaves, is
known for its nursing, education
and liberal arts programs. .
Southern University at New
Orleans, the only public school
among the three, requires that all
students perform community ser-
vice and is known for its social work,
program.
Xavier is the only one able to re-
turn to its campus, which still has
I
See Struggle (page 4i,
Happy Hour
4 - 6Mon - Sat
5..; 7 Sunday
2801 Fletcher. off 27th & Fairview
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
MARTIN lUTHER KING JR.
HUMAN RIGHTSCElEBRATION
-Bpm - Charlayne Hunter-Gault
"MAKING A GLOBAL DREAM: From Jim (row America
to Apartheid South Africa & Beyond"
Student Union Jordan Ballroom - Charlayne Hunter-Gault holds a
place in civil rights history a\ one or the first two African American
students admitted to the Univer.ity or Georgia in January 1961. Also-
L::.:-'=:':'--::':'--:_-J known for her career as an award-winninq journalist, Hunter-Gault is
currently an NPR foreign correspondent ·.Complementary tickets (reserves seats up until 30
minutes of ,tart or lecture) available at the Student Un inn lnfomration Desk
www,idJholi(~l't~.COIl1
• 8pm - Princely Players - On the Road to Glory
Morrison Center Stage II vocal ensemble tei/ing the
struggle for freedom by Afrir a 11\ in Amerir a. culminating
in the civil rights movement through today - Tick.ets
available at Select a Seat
Piper
hltl& uriJiBO;\E~\fAH
For information contact:
Patricia Valdes, MSW
(509) 359-6772
(800) 861-7795
pvaldes@mail.ewu.edu
Web site: sswhs.ewu.edu
Kustra praises Kempthome's
$Smillion community college plan
BY GINNY EGGLESTON
News Writer
BSU President Bob Kustra
praised Gov. Kernpthorne's plan
of action 'on the new community
college initiative during his spring
update speech on Jan. 11.The plan
includes an initial $5 million in
state funding for a Canyon County
community college and future
funding through an RFP (Request
for Proposals) process based on the
number of new community college
students.
"Such a plan holds [the universi-
ty] financially harmless so no cur-
rent university funds are diverted
to the new community college mis-
sion," Kustra said.
According to Kustra, the Boise
and Meridian SChooldistricts will
also support the community col-
lege initiative by making high
school classroom and technical
facilities available for community
college students.
The first part of Kempthorne's
proposal is to create small contin-
gents of community college stu-
dents in existing facilities at high
schools and the BSUWest campus.
New buildings, will be added as
needed to support growing enroll-
ment over time. The initial $5 mil-
lion will be used to support staffing
this first year.
Kustra also praised the science
and math reforms recommended
by the State Board ofEducation and
Gov.Kempthorne. He said students-
coming to the university are under-
prepared for college level science
and math. According to Kustra, the
reforms will help freshmensucceed
in their first year at Boise State.
In addition to State Board reforms.-
Kustra discussed BSU's Freshman
Success program. The program fo-
cuses on making the freshman ex-
perience more enjoyable and eas-
ing the transition to university life
for first-year students.
The Freshman Success Task
Force came up with several rec-
ommendations for the university
including expanding orientation
options, developing a parent pro-
gram to enlist the support of par-
ents during the transition process
and creating incentives to encour-
age academic departments to place
the best full-time teachers in fresh-
man classes.
Kustra also spoke on the needs of
Boise State's minority students. '
"Either we can conduct business
as usual at the traditional, largely
white and English-speaking Boise
campus and lose future generations
of leaders and workforce partners,
or we can make a commitment to
welcome, accommodate and assist
students from other cultures," he
said.
Kustra said the university is al-
ready putting forth the effort to
support minority students. He cited
"We work in the
present, but the
impact we have on
our students and
each other lives
on for years and
years to come. "
PHO'lO COURTESY BSD PH1lTllliIW'HIC SERVICES
President Kustra gave his
support to Gov.Kempthorne's
community college inUlatlve
during a Jan. 11 speech .
. a $750,000 five year grant award-
ed to Boise State through the U.S.
Department of Education's Office
of English Language Acquisition.
With the money BSU'sDepartment
of Bilingual Education awarded
the first 22 graduate scholarships
to support the development of
teachers who work with English
Language Learners.
Additionally, the Department of
Bilingual Education was award-
ed the Grow Your Own Teacher
Program grant from the Idaho State
Department of Education. The
funds will support underrepresent-
ed and underprivileged students
who want to pursue a degree in bi-
lingual education.
"Wework in the present, but the
impact we have on our students
and each other, lives on for years
and years to come," Kustra said. "I
appreciate your interest ... and what
it means forBoise State's very bright
future."
Gore says Bush broke the law with domestic spying
BY IRIS KUO
Knight Ridder Tribune
WASHINGTON -Former Vice
President AlGore charged Monday
that President Bush had broken
the law repeatedly by authorizing
domestic eavesdropping without
court approval and warned that
Bush's aggressive assertion of pow-
er puts "America's Constitution in
grave danger."
Gore called for lawmakers to de-
mand the appointment of a special
counsel to investigate the National
. Security Agency's wiretapping of
American citizens and criticized
Republicans and Democrats in
Congress for failing to stand up to
the White House.
In a speech sponsored by two
civil liberties groups, the American
Constitution Society for Law and
Policy and The Liberty Coalition,
Gore frequently drew applause
and standing ovations at DAR
Constitution Hall by denouncing
what he saw as anuses of power by
the man he narrowly lost the presi-
dency to in 2000.
"Apresident who breaks the law
is a threat to the very structure of
our government:' Gore said. "Our
Founding Fathers were adamant
that they had established a govern-
ment oflaws and not men:'
PHO'lO COURTESY KNIGHT mDDEH THIBUNE
Former Vice President AI Gore denounced President Bush for
what he saw as abuses of power.
Gore's speech came one day af-
ter the chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, Sen. Arlen
Specter, R-Pa., vowed anew to
conduct in-depth hearings on the
administration's domestic-surveil-
lance program. Specter also intro-
duced the word "impeachment"
into the conversation when asked
what remedy would be fitting if
Bush broke the law.
"I'm not suggesting remotely that
there's any basis, but ... impeach-
ment is a remedy," Specter said
Sunday on ABC.
Gore criticized Bush as well for
citing the threat of terrorism to
claim other unprecedented pow-
ers, including the imprisonment
of American citizens without war-
rants and the torture and kidnap-
ping of individuals in foreign coun-
tries.
Republican Party officials ac-
cused Gore of grandstanding.
"AIGore's incessant need to in-
sert himself in the headline of the
day is almost as glaring as his lack of
understanding of the threats facing
America," said Tracey Schmitt, the
press secretary for the Republican
National Committee.
Gore remarked on the Martin
Luther King Jr. national holiday to
underscore his point, noting that
federal agents had Illegally moni-
tored the famed civil rights leader's
conversations. Revelations about
that helped inspire Congress to re-
strict wiretap authority, Gore said.
The former vice president hasn't
ruled out another run for the presi-
dency, and his condemnation of
Bush's actions was so harsh that it
may signal a renewed interest in
political life.
Gore noted that the Bush admin-
istration had wanted Congress to
authorize him to use military mea-
sures domestically when it passed
the post-Sept. 11 resolutions sanc-
tioning the use of force abroad. But
Congress didQ't give Bush permis-
sion to use such tactics domesti-
cally.
"When President Bush failed to
convince Congress to give him all
the power he wanted ... he secretly
assumed that power anyway, as if
congressional authorization was a
useless bother:' Gore said.
"If the president has the inher-
ent authority to eavesdrop on
Americans without a warrant, im-
prison citizens on his own declara-
tion, kidnap and torture them, what
can't he do?" the former Democratic
vice president asked rhetorically.
Struggle [&unrsue~ makeshift campus of trailers near
the deserted school, where a desk
signs warning people to keep out calendar remained open last week
of damaged areas. The school has to Aug. 26. Katrina made landfall
spent about $20 million on repairs Aug.29.
. and expects to spend $15 million Signs on the temporary campus
, more, Francis said. proclaim "SUNOis Back!"but fewer
Except for commencement cer- than half ofthe students are expect-
emonies this summer, Dillard will ed to return this semester. About 43
operate for the next six months out percent of the faculty members and
of a downtown hotel, where gray about 19 academic programs have
partitions divide it ballroom into been cut, officials said.
14 classrooms that are anything Some students who are not re-
but soundproof; An African history turning to New Orleans will get
class had to move to the back of its their education in Chicago instead.
room to avoid the booming voice of Marvell Brickhouse would
an education professornext door. have been a sophomore this. year
About 50 percent of Dillard stu- at Xavier but transferred. to the
dents returned for the spring se- University of Illinois at ChIcago
mester, and about half the faculty' with a dozen other Xavier students,
was laid off.' The· campus, in the according to University of Illinois-
GentiIly neighborhood, sustained .Chicago spokesman Mark Rosati.
about $500 million in flooding and ·When wewere freshmen, (Xavier
firedamage but only two ofitsoak officials)guaranteed that they had
.trees '.were destroyed, President some sort" of evacuation plan if
.. MarValene Hughessald, '. something like thIs was to occur.
,Southern University has an estl- They didn't," said BriCkhouse, a
mated $18.5million iiidamage and 'Chicagoan who said he was strand-
.<Yiill hold classes at ~mlddleschool '. ed~ a dOrm forsereral days after
for:afeW\\,eekS before moVing to aille stann> .' . . . ".
All three colleges are unsure
about how many students will en-
roll this fall. Decisions about at-
tending school here will depend in
part on the city's ability to rebuild
and recover.
All three also face financial ques-
tions.
Dillard and Xavier have endow-
ments of about $50 million, small
compared to Tulane University's
$850million. '
The universities relied on dona-
tions from alumni; foundations
and other universiti~s to help them
reopen. -
Brown University, whose presi-
dent, Ruth Simmons, is a Dillard
graduate, donated $l.l million for
student' scholarships at Dillard,
Xavier and a MIssissippi university.
Simmons said the universitIes
have a unique opportunity to help'
the blackcommunltyhl]; hard by
Katrina. /
"In a strange way, here is an un-
paralleled moment yet. again. for
..these institutions to play ~.role in
bringmg' that •communItY .back,"
.Simll1onssaid.
:' EDITOR: DrewMayas
(Ietters@arblteronlinB.com) • •iruon
Affirmative action has
desecrated MLK's dream
\ ------------:------'---:---'-'-0-' _n_u_a_r.....:y~1:......9~2=-' '-=-O-=:O--.::5=--.'
ist judges have taken the clear mean-
ing of this law and perverted it to cre-
ate an instrument of discrimination
called 'Affirmative Action, a series of
This Monday we eel- laws and judicial rulings that enforce
ebrated Martin' Luther preference for certain "dlsadvan-
King Jr. Day, honoring a taged" groups, most notably African-
man who dared to stand Americans. For liberals, "any indi-
up for the equal rights of vidual" somehow just doesn't include
all Americans, He dared to Caucasians. What does this mean for
dream that one day his chll- college students? Ifyou're not a "pre-
dren, and all Americans, ferred" race, you could be denied en-
would not be judged by the trance to college simply because of
color of their skin, but by the color of your skin.
their individual character, He In 1997, it happened to Barbara
dared to believe in the truth of Gruner, a white woman. She was
the Declaration ofIndependence denied entry to the University of
when it stated, "all men are ere- Michigan Law School, even though
ated equal." Some forty-two years her grade point average, law school
after Dr. King made these procla- admission test and other admis-
mations on the steps of the Lincoln sions scores were far above that of
Memorial, a monster of government- the African-American, Hispanic and
enforced racism and discrimination Native American students who were
called Affirmative Action has des- granted admission in her place. The
ecrated his dream. school claimed it wanted to maintain
Affirmative Action has its roots a specified "critical mass" of minori-
in the Civil Rights Act of 1964, ties. She subsequently filed suit, say-
which plainly states in Title Vll ing that her civil rights were violated
that any individual may not when the University rejected her sim-
be discriminated against, ply because of her skin color.
"because of such indi- In 2003, the us Supreme Court up-
vidual's race, color, held the Michigan admissions policy
religion, sex, or na- and liberals rejoiced, babbling about
tional origin." how "diversity" was far more impor-
Astoundingly tant than the civil rights of a white
enough, Iib- woman.
_ '? eral activ"",:._".The idea that diversity in the c1ass-
:~-,.,.:h';"r.qomforms a cornerstone of educa-
,. ",',:, tion is one of liberal academia's
most prominent arguments
in favor of discrimination
against whites in jhe form
of Affirmative Action.
Diversity of opin-
ion, . diver-
BY JONATHAN
SAWMIL.L.ER
Opinion Writer
sity of experience, diversity of belief
- all these do make for real diversity,
stimulate classroom discussion, and
facilitate Intellectual development.
Imagine the uproar, however, if a
public university was to grant admis-
sions preference to Jewish applicants
on the basis that their religious beliefs
would add diversity to the classroom.
What about political conservatives
or maybe environmentalists? If the
goal is to bring real diversity to the
classroom, why not give such groups
preference in the' interest of main-
taining "diversity?"
Why do liberals only clamor for di-
versity of skin color in the classroom,
as if somehow to be of a different race
automatically means one has differ-
ent opinions and beliefsthan anyone
who doesn't share your skin color?
Granted, arbitrarily giving anyone
group preferred status while denying
others is a violation of the civil rights
of the denied applicants, but liberals
seem to have no problems doing it to
white Americans, so why stop there?
It is obvious that once the gov-
ernment and colleges have turned
their back on the principles of
equality of opportunity for which
Dr. King stood, nothing is left but
a slippery slope of ever-increasing
discrimination.
The only real solution for college
admissions is a color-blind standard
of personal achievement~
In Dr -.King's day, when colleges
refused to admit students because
of their skin color, it was called Jim
Crow. .
Now it's called Affirmative Action.
Regardless of the race of the person
whose civil rights are being violated,
it's stiII wrong.
Fight racism by being honest with yourself first
BY RO AL.VARADO PARKER
Guest Opinion
tity development for-different groups and it
might be surprising to some to discover that
there is even one for the dominant culture.
According to Janet E. Helms, professor of
Counseling Psychology and director of the
Institute for the Study and Promotion of
Race and Culture at Boston College, white
people go through an identity development
process that starts at level of unawareness
and ends up at autonomy. In the first stage
people may believe that racism is a thing of
the past. People at this state may have an
uncritical acceptance of white supremacist
notions because they are not aware that the
standards they are using stem from their cui-
tures perspectives and not from the perspec-
. tives of other cultures.
The second stage has people becoming
aware thatthere Is indeed racism, but they
may feel anxious because they do not know
what they can do about It at the individual
level. This can sometimes be seen by outside
groups as denial or defensiveness.
The third stage has people from the main-
stream culture being aware of the racism and
using their white European standards to at-
tempt to "fix",the situation. This at times can
be the mainstream culture, telling the sub-·
ordinate cultures what their ideals should
now be.
The fourth stage is the stage that deceives
most people into believing that they are at
an advanced level of awareness without re-
alizing that they stiII have much more work
to .do. It is called the Pseudo·Independence
stage and it is a dangerous stage because it
leads people to believe that the interaction
and camaraderie they have with different
cultural groups exempts them from perpetu-
ating racism. This is only the case if they are
able to deconstruct their way of thinking in
order to look at things from another perspec-
tive that wiII be less comfortable and seem
less certain to them. The last stages have
people fully recognizing what racism is and
the harm it has done and continues to do .
The fifth stage is one where people might
go overboard in trying to "make up" for the
legacy of oppression that white people have
inherited. The people at this stage are some-
times prone to complaining louder and lon-
ger about oppressive situations for. ethnic
groups, at times even more so than the eth-
nic groups themselves. At times these indi-
viduals end up inadvertently speakingfor an
ethnic group instead of empowering them to
speak for themselves. The final stage is one
where people from the mainstream culture
When I think about fighting racism, I
think about how valuable it is to give some-
one the tools to do it. Often we expect people
to know better or be aware of certain things,
not realizing that people might not have the
slightest idea of what they are involved in.
In my experience, I find that people tend to
mix up the definitions for racism with preju-
dice and bias. By definition, racism is a be-
lief that a particular race is superior to oth-
ers. Prejudice is a judgment made without
prior information, and bias is preference on
one thing stemming from what we consider
ideal. In order to fight the lack of knowledge
that perpetuates racism we must be wiIling
to educate and make people aware when
they are 'operating in misconceptions and
stereotypes or when they are using unfair
standards to judge others by.
One of the most effective tools in un-
derstanding not only others but our-
selves is through identity development.
Understanding our own identity -helps us
understand the development of others In a
way that makes the process less of a personal
threat. There are different models of Iden-y
are aware that ethnic minorities are at dif-
ferent levels and stages of their own iden-
tity development. They become aware of
the standards that they have judged others
by and there is no longer a belief that these
standards are the ideals. There is acceptance
of other perspectives and ways of thinking.
People at this stage continue to challenge
themselves on a daily basis.
My fear is that people will look at this and
refuse to acknowledge and recognize them-
selves in the different stages. It is hard to ad-
mit to others and even to ourselves our own
weaknesses, but the goal here is not to label
and blame, but rather to identify and reflect.
As any tool, it is designed to help you work. It
should stimulate thought and discussion for
lack of this is what allows ignorance to breed
and spread. And as with any tool, there is
work involved in learning how to use it cor-
rectly. The Cultural Center is always there for
students who want to take on this challenge.
We will be here for discussions, for feedback'
and for helping people when they are ready
to move to the next stage.
Ro Alvarado Parker
is the Boise State
Cultural Center coordinator.
It's a
white
world
after all
BY BRIAN HOL.MES
Opinion Writer
this week, as we attempt to cel-
ebrate the life ofDr. Martin Luther
King Ir., we should all take a good
look at what pulling ourselves up
from what our racial preferences,
pardon me, our "boot straps" have
provided us and to give thanks for
all of our hard work.
First, I would like to thank our
"Founding Fathers" of this great
and noble nation. For without
them, obtaining obscene amounts
of property and wealth through
unjust ownership of other human
beings just wouldn't be as simple.
Bling, bling Mr. Franklin!
Iwould like to give thanks to my
local banking institution for lend-
ing me money even though you
never saw a current tax statement
and for not redlining me simply
because of my income bracket.
But, it's like they were telling me,
it's pretty tough making it on a
government salary with dental
and medical benefits. Thanks
again, guys!
1would like to thank the crimi-
nal justice department at every
state, local and federal level. You
guys really are the best. I should
thank YQU more often for keeping
all of those dangerous thugs the
local media keeps telling me to
worry about off the streets. Keep
up the public display of humilia-
tion by hogtying the smaller, less
physical "criminals."
I would also like to thank my
family for providing me with
a solid outlook on race rela-
tions. Anyone who hails from the
Midwest can really appreciate the
homogenous, milky-white work-
ing industry that only the Great
Plains can provide.
Iwould also like to thank my ed-
ucational standards for allowing
me to gain over my lifetime a net
worth that practically squashes
that of any of my black or Latino
colleagues. We're talking 12 times
greater. Is that really enough? I
mean self-sufficiency is our na-
tional credo, isn't it?
Finally, I would like to thank
the leaders of this great nation
who keep us busy with idle work
and idol worship. Thank you for
choosing a softer, more gentle
and humane war in which to
fight our enemies. Thank you for
all of the nonsensical holidays
from which I get the day off from
work. I especially enjoyed your
choice of Martin Luther King Jr.
over that freethinking, hard-hit-
ting Malcolm X. Truly, it has been
a pleasure working for you day
in and day out, making the easi-
est of choices, that will practically
guarantee me a perfectly bal-
anced and well-adjusted future.
Thank you for keeping our dreams
alive and our picket fences white
and pearly.
,
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Editor's pick:
New DVD release
"The Yards: Unrated
Director's Cut"
Fresh out of jail, Leo Handler
(Mark Wahlberg) is craving a lit-
tle normalcy: a quiet existence,
an honest job, some catch-up
time with mom (Ellen Burstyn],
Unfortunately, the family business
out in the train yards isn't quite so
quaint, and when he gets caught
- up in his best friend's (Joaquin
Phoenix) excursion gone wrong,
quiet time is over. The cast (James
Caan, Charlize Theron and Faye
Dunaway also star) is nothing to
sniff at, either.
Celebrity news:
Who won big at the
Golden Globes
Ang Lee won as best director of
"Brokeback Mountain," and the
film won three other awards, in-
cluding best dramatic film. "Walk
the Line" won as best musical or
comedy film, and garnered awards
for Reese Witherspoon and Joaquin
Phoenix. The awards were pre-
sentedby the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association, a group of about
90 journalists who are based in Los
Angeles but work for overseas pub-
lications.
Health and Beauty
Tip of the day:
When you go to a restaurant, ask
for half of your portion to be put in
a doggie bag right away. Even if you
only go out twice a week, you'll eas-
ily save enough calories to lose 10
pounds a year. .
Also, don't supersize anything.
Switching from the six-ounce fries
at McDonald's to the two-ounce
..size saves you about 300 calories.
So doing that justtwice a week can
lead to a big weight loss.
ure·
•
lucky, there's one tucked onto
the bottom shelf of the "Hot I'iJ
Picks" section in the back cor- ,
ner of'the store - and it's already Iell
checked out.
Now, I've gotten the thing
home. 1put it in the DVDplayer
(orVCRin cases of rental emer-
gency) and let 'er rip. Fifteen
minutes in, the movie starts to
pixelate and freeze and skip all
over the damn place. DVDis su-
perior to video? Yeah, maybe if
the last renter hadn't let his tod-
dler put the disc into his mouth
and proceed to plaster the re-
maining slobber-free areas of
playable movie with greasy fin-
gerprints. Perhaps rental stores
should have new customers
sign a code of conduct - one
that forbids them from ruining
my movie night. Then make it
punishable by death. I'm in, I'd
sign.
Oh, and then, when I watch a
movie late at night in my bed-
room and I want to fall asleep
to the thing, I turn on the sleep
timer and lower the volume so
it can act as simple ambient
noise. But .., what's this? My
. TV won't achieve the volume
level Iwant? Suffer through this '
with me, will you?The onscreen
display of green bars contracts
from right to left, indicating a
lowering of audibility. At four
bars, the volume isn't very loud,
but is certainly enough to keep
my brain alert and listening for
the next line in the movie. And
yet, at three bars, no sound. I
don't get it. Why have bars on
the television representing lev-
els of volume that aren't there?
If it goes mute at three, just call
that mute.
I guess that last one isn't as
much a problem I have with
renting as it is a problem I have
with my TV.
So, anyway, renting is annoy-
ing. But annoying enough to
keep me from visiting the rent-
al store? Mrnmmm, no. And
why not? Because where else
would I get to play with pickles
in pouches?
Wait, don't answer that.
EDITOR:MarianaBekksr t<cf~'. ,,',;
(cu1ture@arblteronlina.com) Ii( 'J.
ASST. EDITOR:AmberFuger
(culture@arbiteronlins.com)
To grandmother's
coffeehouse we go
BY TAYLOR CRAIG NEWBOLD
Arbiter Staff
. variety of drinks is pretty common except for one
specially-made drink called the Lucy Lovin' Cup.
This drink is not for the beginning coffee drinker
as it's made with two shots of espresso, a shot of
coffee, chocolate sauce, steamed chai latte and
finished with spe-
cially made cocoa
powder-sounds
like a caffeine and
sugar induced coma
to me, but Stevenz
says its gaining in
popularity, "It has
it's loyal followers."
Mike Stevenz defi-
nitely made it a point
to let his customers
know that Lucy's is
veryenvironmental-
ly and economically
friendly with its 100
percent organic-fair
trade European grade coffee apparently "grown by
indigenous Mayans in the highlands of Chiapas,
Mexico," according to Lucy's brochure. Even the
cups Lucy's provides are ceo-friendly, made out of
corn and able to be biodegraded in 60 days.
Last Wednesday began the first of what will
hopefully become a tradition when poets and mu-
sicians were cordially invited for an open mic ses-
sion at Lucy's. Another open mic will be featured
this coming Wednesday night at 7 p.m,
Stevenz encourages customers to sign up to be-
come a Lucy's Club Member and receive e-rnails
with upcoming events and specials. The signup
form asks a question to,the effect of: "If you could
sit down and have coffee with anyone who would
it be?" When I asked Stevenz for a response to that
very question, he replied, "Bobby Brown or Rick
James, I think," interesting choices indeed.
Bottoms up to Grandma Lucy.
After opening a front door reminding me of the
ones 7-eleven always has, I was pleasantly greeted
by a fresh-looking,
warm and petit cof-
fee shop. Lucy's cof-
fee and espresso is
located on the cor-
ner of Belmont and
Broadway-just a
hop, skip, and jump
from Boise State's
campus. Officially
opened last October,
Mike Stevenz cre-
ated. the cute cof-
, feehouse in memory
of his late maternal
grandmother,Luceal
Lemon, known for
her exemplary cooking and taste.
"Grandma made everything with love," Stevenz
said as he casually chatted with me across one of
the shop's cozy tables. Alikeness ofGrandma Lucy,
taken from-her high school senior portrait, can be
found throughout the shop. Her hair is parted on
the left as she smiles warmly into the camera with
a large, patterned bow wrapped around, just be-
low her fair-skinned neck. But don't think that be-
cause the place was created in honor of a grandma
that it's mundane-no sir, Lucy's is definitely "no
nonsense" as Stevenz put it. They certainly know
what the cuastomer wants and they give it right to
them.
Stevenz, an Idaho native, has worked in the
, restaurant business for 23 years but you'd never
guess with his relaxed yet confident personality.
He proved that you don't have to wear a suit and
tie and have your hair clean cut to be a profession-
al businessman who knows what he's doing and
loves it.
The contemporary decor of Lucy's isn't exactly
what the typical grandmother's house looks like (a
very good thing) with its lime green walls, colorful
florescent hanging lamps, hipster seating and a far
wall lined with what looks like abalone shell seg-
ments, creating an ornate mosaic feel.
The myriad of home-made -pastries is over-
whelming with enticing chocolate chip cookies,
cinnamon buns, toasted cocoanut muffins, star-
shaped danishes and even bread pudding staring
up at me through their refrigerated abode. The
PIiOTIlS DY RYAN PFlEGElVI1lE ARBITER
Independently owned and operated, Lucy's
Coffee and Espresso features a plethora of deli-
cious drinks and treats.
Customers may enjoy free
wi-fi between their open
hours of 6 a.m. - 10 p.rn ..
Monday through Saturday
and 7 a.m. - 8 p.m, Sunday;
A discount for all students
is available between the
hours of _8and .10 p.rn.
SUj
ANYWAY ...
Culture Columnist
I think 1just found what most
annoys me on the planet. And
that's saying something consid-
III ering I share space on the same
heap of rock as the Department
of Motor Vehicles, pop-up ad-
vertisements for penis enlarge-
ment and Dr. Phil.
Why on earth is it such a pain
for me to rent and watch a mov-
ie these days?
Some Blockbuster rental
video and DVD casings have
information about the film
contained therein, while some
don't - why is this? Consistency
aside, what if I rent a movie and
don't remember what it's about?
Or God forbid, my roommate
rents a film I'm unfamiliar
with and leaves it on the din-
ing room table. How am I sup-
posed to know what I'm get-
ting myself into? Is this movie
worth watching? How should I
know? It doesn't say anything
about it on the box!
Oh no no no, it's not all bad at
the local video store - they have
outrageously overpriced previ-
ously-viewed take-home spe-
cials and pickles in a pouch.
Yes, I said it, pickles in a
pouch. That's not what they
arc branded of course, but call
a vinegar-soaked cucumber in
a plastic bag on a shelf at the
front of a store a "Big Papa" all
you want. Still, every time I go
into said location, I'm going
to announce it as "Pickle ill a
Pouch." I'm going to point at it,
pick it up, show it to my friends,
comment on the world going to
Hell, then put it back. And in
some instances, I'll photograph
it, for posterity. And blogs.
Now a quick word on se-
lection at video stores. There
isn't any. Shelves are filled to
the brim with this year's lat-
est mega-hit movie featuring
explosions and fast cars and
movie stars galore. But, look
for the amazing indie film that
13 stole hearts at Sundance you
'I read about online, and, ifyou're
•
lOIN.THE TEAM
Now..hiring culture writers to review
concerts, rnovles, and' Boise events.
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*"Anlmal House"
Screening
7p.m.
Special
Events Center
Blood Drive
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Jordan C
Adventure
Preview Night
7-8 p.m.
Rec Center Classroom
Jan..,25;
The Works: 2005
Juried Student
Exhibition
10 a.m.-6 p.tn.
thru Feb. 12
Gallery I, Liberal
Arts Building
Jan. 26
Returning Women's
Discussion Group
11:30-1:30 p.m.
Women's Center
Jan. 30
Last day to waive
student health
insurance
Jan. 31
Student .
Organization Fair
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
, ,
\I BSD'Events:
"Roots"
Parts V and VI
Screening
12-3 p.m.
Student Union
Cultural Center
"Into the West"
Parts V and VI
Screening
12-3 p.m.
Student Union
Gipson Room
Using Human
Rights Organizing
Framework
'1:40-2:30 p.m.
Student Union
Farnsworth Room
Working in Idaho
2:40-3:30 p.m.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
~-;;~~k;;;~~;-
Speaker: Charlayne
Hunter-Gault
8-9 p.m.
Student Union Jordan
Ballroom
Jan. 21"
Global Expressions:
The Princely
, Players:
On the Road to Glory
8p.m.
Morrison Center
Stage II
Around Boise:
Laundry and
Bourbon/Lone Star
Stage Coach Theater
Lewis and Clark:
The Journey In Idaho
Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 2006
Idaho Historical
Museum
Revved Up
8 p.m. Jan. 19,20,
21; 2 p.m. Jan. 22
Special Events Center
Somewhere
In Between
8 p.m. Jan. 19-21
and.26- 28, 7:30 Jan.
25 and 2·p.m. Jan 22
Boise Little Theater
Free Improv
Collective:
Krispen Hartung and
Jared Hallock 9 p.m.
Ihe Bouquet
Lez Zepplin
Big Easy
Jan. 20
Winter Dance
(intended for adults
with d(sabillties)
7 p.m. Idaho
IceWorld
Technikal,
Jack Thomas,
Christopher Myles,
Venus Flux Trap,
Eli Andrew,
KC Jones
9p.m.
The Bouquet'
Wine Tasting
3p.m.
Mosaic
Vindaloo,
KyeWire
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Caleonian
Society of Idaho
103rd Burns
Night Supper
5p.m.
Student Union
Building
Jan. 23
Punk Monday:
Gunslinger, Wilt
Chamberlain's Baby
9p.m ..
The Bouquet
G. Love and
Special Sauce
The Big Easy
Jan. 24
Priapism,
Cestus, Clipped
Wing Divinity
9p.m.
The Bouquet
_•.
Calendar of Events.
Ultimate
Frisbee Games
6p.m.-
Ann Mordson Park
kNOw Hate Exhibit
7 a.m.-llp.m.
thru Feb. 10
Student Union Gallery
"Roots"
Parts III and IV
Screening
12-3 p.m.
Student Union
Cultural Center
"Into the West"
Parts III and IV
Screening
12- 3 p.m.
Student Union
Gipson Room.
Natural Rights:
Human Rights and
Environmental
Change .
1:40- 2:55 p.tn.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
Distorted Images:
Indian Romance,
STereotype, and
Exclusion in the
United States.
3: 15-4: 30 p.m,
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
Heterosexism:
What It Is, Where It
Is Found, and HOWto
Begin Stopping It. '
4:40-5: 55 p.m.
Student Union
. Farnsworth Room
Blacks in Idaho
6-7:15 p.m.
Student Union Bishop
Barnwell Room
"Crash" Film
Screening
7: 15-9: 15 p.m.
Student Union
Hatch Ballroom
Open Mic Night
at Lucy's
7p.m.
tucy's Coffee
, and Espresso
Heads Like This
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Fallen Idols
9p.m.
The Bouquet'
, Jan. 21
'. Farmdog
Terrapin Station
Big Black Cadillac
feat. Ned Evett
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Jan. 28
Magnetics and
The Treatment
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Hinder
The Big Easy
Jan. 30
Punk Monday:
Upinateam and
Call to Action
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Please join us for an evening of
Awards and Entertainment as
,we recognize the students choice for
Best Faculty of 2005 - 2006.
Finalists are evaluated and students select one faculty from
each college.
ASBSU Student Government presents the awards.
'- r-'.... ""'------'
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BSU Events:
8
1
9
15
22
28
Feb. 2 Feb. 11 Feb. 22
Fettucine Forum *International Food, BSUWest Diverse
5p.m. Song, and Dance Perspectives
Rose Room of Festival Film Series
Union Block 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. 5:30 - 7 p.m.
Jordan Ballroom BSU West Campus
Feb. 4 ------------------- Second Floor LobbyBoise State
Classical Performance
"Buck Off" Indoor Feb. 23
Series-Chariles
Climbing Competition
Neidich, clarinet
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Returning Women's
Bp.m.
Climbing Gym Discussion Group
Special Events Center Feb. 11 11:30 e.m. - 1:30 p.m.------------------------- Women's Center
Little Bear and the -------------------
Enchanted Wood - Global Expressions- *The Vagina
1- 5 p.m. Obo Addy Concert Monologues
Morrison Center Bp.m. B p.m. thru Feb. 25.
Special Events Center Special Events Center
Feb. 5 --------------------------Feb. 21 African Night
College Ski 7 -10 p.m.
Weekend at Diverse Perspectives Jordan Ballroom
Tamarack Film Services ----------------------
B a.m.-B p.tn. 5:30 - 7 p.m. At-Iar.ge senator
Outdoor Program Student Union Bishop platform forum-------------------- Barnwell Room on Brava Stage"20/20" 12 p.m.
Co-Anchor/ Feb. 13 Brava Stage in theCorrespondent Student Union Building
John Stossel will
deliver Brandt Distinguished Feb. 28
Foundation Lecture Lecture Series:
7p.m. Investigative *Last Day to
Student Union Building Journalist
Seymour Hersh add a challenge
7p.m. course, internship,Feb. 9 Jordan Ballroom practicum, readings--------------------- and conference,
Returning Women's Shoot the Scale or undergraduate
Discussion Group 6:30- 7:30 p.m. independent study.
11:30 e.m.> 1:30 p.m. Campus Rec Center
Women's Center Cfassroom
32
11
17
10
24
4
14
Around Boise:'
16
Feb. 11
The Pat Tavers Band
The Big Easy
Free Peoples
Terrapin Station
Feb. 13
Punk Monday
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Feb. 14
*Valentine's Day
Murder Mystery
The Big Easy
Feb. 15
MIGGS
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Feb~ 16'
*Sevendust
The B/g Easy
Deadline Friday
s p.m.
The Bouquet .
Clumsy Lovers
9p.m.
The Bouquet
23
12
21
18
25
27 Calendar
of Events
Feb. 3
*Crash Four
with guests The
Bradburypress
9p.m.
The Bouquet
*Chuck Berry
The Big Easy
The Sweatshop Band
Terrapin Station
Feb. 4
Mute Math
The Big Easy
Whitewater Ramble
Terrapin Station
Feb. 6
Punk Monday
9p.m.
The Bouquet
,Feb. 7 ,
Jay Nash
9 p.m. The Bouquet
Forrest Melton
"Men of Fire" Group
Spirit at Works
Books and Beyond
*Live Hip Hop
""Three's Company
Tour" Pigeon John,
One Block Radius
Louis Logic
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Feb. 18
Clumsy Lovers
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Relient K
The Big Easy
Feb. 20
Punk Monday
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Feb. 23"
*Ex-Boyfriends
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Feb. 25
The Rockafellas
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Feb.'27
Punk Monday
9p.m.
The Bouquet
Matt Pond PA
- The Big Easy
------,------._--
Guns N' Roses - Chinese Democracy, March 2006 release date
It has been over 10 years since
Axl Rose fired everyone in Guns
N' Roses, shut himself off from
the world, and began work on a
CD that would be titled "Chinese
Democracy." He has supposed-
ly spent over $10 million, and yet
the closest we have gotten to any
product was the partially-cancelled
Guns N' Roses' Chinese Democracy
World Tour in 2002.
With the holiday season upon
us, the release rumors started up
again. These were fueled by listings
on Amazon.com that would let you
pre-order "Chinese Democracy."
Not that Amazon.com does not
have a sense of humor about the
situation ., for although the album
could be pre-ordered, the release
date is listed as "2025."
Also listed with the same re-
lease date was "Welcome to the
Jungle- the Best of Guns N' Roses."
This second listing reminds fans of
the 2004 Greatest Hits compila-
tion Geffen Records released when
Axl Rose did not turn in a finished
product by the agreed upon date.
Is the record company again us-
ing the same ultimatum? Geffen
Records and the band's manage-
ment, Sanctuary Music, are deny-
ing the release of both records.
About two weeks ago, current
Velvet Revolver, and former Guns N'
Roses qultarlst, Slash, spoke about
the release on the Philadelphia ra-
dio station 93.3. Here Is a piece of
the interview with D.l Matt Cord
where he confirms a March release
date:
Slash: Axl's got a record coming
out, Guns I guess you call it, I think
in March. Which is sorta cool, you
know it's gonna be interesting to
hear It. After all this time and after all
this talk, what's going on with him.
DJ: So wait, "Chinese
Democracy" is gonnacQme out?
Slash: Yeah, it's coming out in March.
DJ: .OK.
Slash: That's what I've
been told a Iot of things over the
years, but it definitely sounds
like it's coming out in March.
DJ: We've been waiting forever.
Slash: Which means Velvet
Revolver probably in March, April,
May will be coming out somewhere
around that time. It'll be interesting.
DJ: Yeah, I was qonna say your re-
cord will probably come out first.
Slash: No, no... Yeah, well. All
things considered, it could. That
could happen, but ... judging by ... I
think Axl's record is finished.
, Will we see a new Guns N' Roses
- record in March?
Slash says "Yeah, it's coming out
in March,'"
But Axl Rose, Geffen Records and
Sanctuary Music are not saying
much at all.
.~' .
Motley Cruel Aerosmith Tour in 2006
Motley Crue will be doing aco-h~adliniog tour with Aerosmith later.
in the year. Motley crue frontman Vince Nell:made th~ announcement' .
during an appearance on the OpleandAllthohys!'lQVron)(MSatel~it~ Radio
Jan. 6. MotleyCrue'isalsosetto~olnto the studIo~n,"1a,YHVfit~P:f<odlJ~7r:
Bob Rock tobeglnworka new record.', ,' ...••...':"0 <~:;<>-)":'
~ '.; .:. They ••hopetci .: ke~PtM mo{ll~n~ulTl.'.'.goln~from :~h~lr:hugE!IY.;:~~.c~.>',',:;.::;
., ':;('cessfuI200S Camival.ofSlnsTour/a'teunlonof~h~.poglnat p·that~.·<:'·e
,.... :v"a~klckedbff with. ttie rj;!lei3se;of the two tDgreafest~lts:pa ?'R,el:l,f',,},; ;~~\• Yfht.te&:: Cfu.e::!'/~·· ..•.;.,', ." '... . '. " ' ,., .' ··'.i ,:;LiC?"
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Rec Center offers avalanche safety training
with the skills and knowledge
to make sound decisions when
developing winter backcountry
travel plans, Harrison said.
The training pro-gram is de-
signed to provide a basic founda-
tion of knowledge to people who
enjoy the backcountry, but are
not properly trained for an emer-
gency situation.
Students are taught how to use
equipment such as an avalanche
beacon, extendable shovel, and
a collapsible avalanche probe
pole, Harrison said. The equip-
ment used during the training is
available for rent on a daily basis
at the BSU Outdoor Recreational
Center throughout the
winter season.
The training classes are pur-
posely kept small, typically 12
students and two instructors
per class. This enhances the stu-
dent/instructor participation,
Harrison said. David Gordon,
former backcountry ranger
for the Sun Valley Avalanche
forecast Center, will be teaching
the clinic. Gordon has multiple
years of teaching experience
for the forest Service and com-
munity programs, according to
Harrison.
Boise State University is
amidst a magnificent outdoor
playground, offering everything
from rock climbing. mountain
biking, kayaking, skiing. and
much more. Throughout the
year, the Outdoor Recreational
Program offers safety training
and education for many different
activities. Knowledge of safety
precautions related to different
activities will create a safer and
more enjoyable experience for
everyone.
The Backcountry Avalanche
Safety training will be held
friday jan. 27, 7 p.m.-l0 p.rn.,
at the recreational center out-
door program, Saturday jan. 28,
9 a.m.-5 p.m., at' Bogus Basin,
and Sunday' jan. 29, in the
Idaho city area.
Participants must pro-
vide their own transporta-
tion. Registration deadline is
Tuesday jan. 24 at 5 p.m.
The cost is $40 to attend
all three days. The Outdoor
Program will provide all techni-
cal equipment.
. BY TRACEY SPERLING
Culture Writer
During the winter months, the
mountainous areas in Idaho can
become a winter wonderland
with many people indulging in
various snow-related activities
such as skiing, snowboarding,
snowshoeing and snowmobil-
ing, to name a few.
Each winter, thousands of
avalanches occur in the moun-
tains of Idaho. With an aver-
age of three fatalities each year,
Idaho is in the top 10 states in
the nation with regards to the
number of avalanche fatalities
in the past 10 years, according
to In Idaho. com.
For the past six years, the Boise
State Outdoor Recreational
Program has offered backcoun-
try and avalanche safety train-
ing. "We teach the workshop on
an annual basis because we feel
that backcountry users need to
be aware of the inherent risks of
winter travel," Geoffrey I Iarrison
of the BSU Outdoor Recreational
Program said.
The training prepares people
GETS THEADRENAll'NE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
~~,IT ON '{OUR RESUME .
The·Holiday Harangue
What if one of our four did stand
upon that glittering surface, while
the other three sank? Tater said
then, his secret would be out.
In Sun Valley, it dumped three
feet of snow in four days over the
New Year's weekend. We crowded
a cabin with 18 friends and drank
each other under the table: sip 'n go
nakeds, mimosas, 3.9 gallons vod-
ka, 1 keg Coors, rum, four bottles
of Jaeger, 126-packs various beers,
champagne, four trips to bars, and
the final dinner at Warm Springs
(which they are tearing down be-
cause the land is worth more than
the history and beauty of our hosts'
memories) where we had fine
meals and wine and Scotty toasted
the greatest toast I have ever heard,
"Tofriends that become family and
family that become friends."
I'm unsure as to where this long
estranged trip shall end. I am more
certain that it never will, that the
voyage will merely become a differ-
ent shade of day. I dream of a life so
fantastic that I shall never run out
of memories. I crave possibility. I
lust for tomorrow.
I am a sponge; soaking up every
scattered droplet of today.
raoke with our Great Balls aFlame
and drank from gallon beers in
glass jars and discussed the poli-
tics of men being such chauvinists
and women being so queer (nei-
ther ever really understands what
the other is intent on accomplish-
ing, but when those shifts collide,
occasion spills many miraculous
couplings and causes confusion to
morph into love).
Marco, Tater, Miss Pearl and
I flew the Foothills Road on the
year's first Wednesday, aciden-
tally dropped the world and drove
to Oakley to check out the City of
Rocks, but only found the mined
stone, for the road into the moun-
tains was covered in lily white
snow and we lost courage at the
creek by the roadside as the horror
film implications surrounded and
laughter was all to be heard on the
transcripts.
We switched drivers and drove
to the Twin Falls, not the town,
but its cut-in-half namesake in the
Canyon Snake, where we walked
the docks and dreamt of walking
on water and paddling the over-
turned [etta to the other side, but
Pearl said it was a bad plan.
wedding, where she had come with
57Flynn and his little girl. I showed
up late and drunk (from schooners
@ the Pocket with myoid man and
playoff football) and what ensued
~sembled a...well it resembled
something locked in my head, but
the key is a wisp of smoke.
I carried Parrot Bay in my back
pocket as I danced and watched
as the bride downed a third
of my fifth.
I danced with the gal in red silk,
but she would not hold my hand
as I spun her (her father later told
me she was 17and couldn't dance
a lick, as we smoked outside and
drank whiskey from a flask).
We hit happy hour at Trail Creek
in1\vin and $3pitchers at Woody's,
where I lost a combined 25 games
of pool in three weeks, but played
41.5. At the Pressbox, I met three
high school chums who were al- .
most doctors and they were jeal-
ous of my occupation (seldom do
regular folks get to have the fun
I do at work).
1'he Th ree Amigosmet up with
the Queens of the Arbiter at the
Pioneer on Christmas Eve Eve, or
was it day'! We sang muddled ka-
BY MATTHEW LAROUGE
Special to The Arbiter
It started with a drive. Most great
missions do. Three weeks after the
debacle began, I can barely remem-
ber my first stop. Did I go to Payette
or was it a straight shot into the gut
of my youthful dreaming home-
town? That burgeoning drop of life
in this southern Idaho bucket.
I cannot be certain, whether it
was the girl who kissed me first
or if it was I who made that initial
gesture. I do recall that it was Iwho
later gave the side of her mouth the
slightest of contacts and felt her
spine tingle as I pulled away.
There was a snowball fight on the
main drag in Ketchum moments
after the birth of the new year. The
Casino vs.Whiskey Jacks (wc at the
Casino saved $30 on the cover by
accepting the General Dive over
the Major Dance and Groove. And
we won the fight by sheer numbers
and strategic assaults).
I remember Virginia. That tasty
Latino Short danced me into obliv-
ion and put my hands in places the
classy joints will not allow. I met
her again the next day at Fiscus'
. .-'
FULL LIQUOR BAR
POOL TABLES, .DARTS .
, DRINK SPECIALS '
- 21 and over with IO .
280i Fletcher (off 27th '+ Fairview)
StUdent
Health
Insurance
P-Lan\,
WAIVER DEADLINE:
JANUARY;lO PHIITU BY KNIGHT RIDDER TRlRUNE
Eargalns with the right look, such as the newly refinished dining room table found at a thrift store, can be mixed with pricier
pieces in the liVingroom.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING
STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
All students registCl"ed for 8 or more credits, and all
inte'rnational students are REQUIRED to be enrolled A rental doesn't have to look like one
In a comprehensive health insurance plan. Boise State
University will automatically add SHIP to your
account at registranon. You may waive out of SHIP if
you are continuously enrolled in a comparable ·U.S.-
based health insurance plan. Please refer to your
'Bronco Web account for derails.
Even then, she stumbled a bit. "I painted the
bedroom hot pink because I was coming from
bright California and sometimes it gets so drea-
ry here. But itwas over-the-top," she says, admit-
ting to "three tries to get the walls right in there."
Today it's espresso, while the main living area is
wheat complimented with cream moldings. She
splurged on the foyer with a richly burnished
faux finish suggested by Shless that blends cop-
per, bronze and gold, and let her children choose
their own hues.
Her daughter, Katie, 11,chose paraquet green,
and her son, Matt, 17,chose steel gray.
Furniture was the next hurdle, along with
choosing a new designer for that invincible
second opinion because Shless, then based
in California, was accessible infrequently. So
Marienthal hired Chicago designer Michael
Syrjanen, who helped her take a hard look at the
furnishings she owned.
There wasn't much, and most ofitwas too sleek
and low-slung to be appropriate for the high-
ceilinged vintage space. "It made me mindful
that I needed to get things lcould use anytime
and anywhere, no matter where I move next,"
she says.
With that caveat, Marienthal splurged on a
few fabulous basics that she will be able to use
anywhere, such as a stately British Colonial
bookcase, clean-lined ribbon-back dining
room chairs, a frothy crystal chandelier for
the foyer and a handsome bamboo dresser in
the bedroom.
her on her cell phone to see if she was coming by,
Her brother had looked at the place and ruled it
out because the kitchen was too small, "but the
landlord remembered that I was coming into to
town and called to see if I was still interested in
it," she explained.
She headed there immediately and fell in love
with the place. With light walls, worn floors,
bare windows, a small kitchen and outdated
bathrooms, it wasn't perfect. But it was airy and
spacious with gracefully proportioned rooms,
and "way better than anything else I saw. And it
had great potential," she pointed out.
Fortunately, the landlord, Bennett Rosenberg
of Relda Real Estate Management Co" was flex-
ible. Marienthal was able to negotiate benefits
that ranged from a new paint job in the colors
of her choice and refinished floors to window
treatments and new bedroom carpeting. He also
promised to update the washrooms and maybe
even tackle the kitchen:
"He saw that I wanted to improve the
place, which was really to his benefit,"
Marienthal points out, So she signed the
lease, resolving, to develop her own take on
transmutable decorating.
Paint, renowned as the quickest and cheap-
est decorating tool, was the first thing she used.
But as anyone knows who has ever struggled
over which hue to choose, it was harder than
she thought, So she hired interior designer Pearl
Shless of Pearl Interiors in Degrfield, Ill., for help
with the process.
BY LISA SKOLNIK
Knight Ridder Tribune
CHICAGO- Living in a rental usually dictates
the way you decorate. Youare expected to paint
walls light, neutral hues to appease landlords
worried about leasing the place when you move
on. Window treatments are usually white roll-
down shades, so you compensate with economi-
cal curtains or drapes. Any wood floors most
likely have worn patches, which calls for large
area carpets. Or, if there is wall-to-wall carpet-
ing, it's probably a murky, dirt-concealing hue
that needs colorful furnishings to liven it up.
As for the kitchen and bathrooms, dream on,
Youtake what you get and make the most of it.
All of these truisms frustrated Stacy
Marienthal when she got divorced and moved
back to Chicago from San Diego three years ago.
"We had lived in really nice single family
homes both here and in California, but now my
circumstances were different. I needed to scale
down," she sighs. Yet she also realized that a
comfortable, appealing home was more impor-
tant to her and her two children than ever be-
fore. "Itwas an emotional time and we needed a
place that would be nurturing and reassuring,"
she says.
After seeing 30 apartments during a two-day
visit to Chicago, Marienthal was totally discour-
aged. Nothing suited her needs. Then the own-
er of a vintage Lake View, Ill., building she had
found through an ad dew weeks earlier caught
For more information contact:
SHIP Office (208) 426-2158
http;llboisestate,edlJ!llealtl\~crvlccsllnslJrJnce/
ALL BSU STUDENTS
CAN TAN
FOR ONLY
$5 BUCKS!
1028 BEACON ST., BOISE ID 336-0006
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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[THIS WEEK IN
SPORTS]
IllBeauty and the BeaRt
.GymllastlcfI
. Friday
BSUvs. UC Davis
7 p.m-
Taco Bell Arena
Wre8tlll:lA
Friday
BSU vs. Oregon
7p.m.
Taco Bell Arena
Sunday
BSUvs. Oregon State 2 p.m,
Taco Bell Arena'
Men's hoops
Tonight
BSU vs. San Jose State 7:30
p.m.
Taco Bell Arena
Women's hO(1)8
BSU @ San Jose State
7 p.m. (PT)
San Jose, Calif.
'Gymnastics and wrestling will
compete on the same floor in
Taco Bell Arena
[SIDE
LINE]
BSUhires two football
assistant coaches
Chris Petersen has added Jeff
Choate and Pete Kwiatkowski to
the Boise State coaching staff as the
running backs and special teams
coach.
Choate joins the Bronco program
after one season at Eastern Illinois
where he was the special teams
coach. The Panthers finished the
2005 season first in the Ohio Valley
Conference and 22nd in the na-
tion in net punting at 34.3 yards
per punt.' The Panthers' punter fin-
ished second in the OVC and put 27
of his 69 punts inside the 20, 18 of
those inside the 10. Choate's place
kicker at Eastern Illinois was named
to the OVCAll-Newcomer Team.
Also added is former Boise
State University. All-America Pete
Kwiatkowski to the Bronco coach-
ing staff as the defensive line
coach. Kwiatkowski spent the last
six seasons as Montana State's de-
fensive coordinator with his defens-
es leading the Big Sky Conference
in total defense four times.
Kwiatkowski was inducted into
the Boise State Athletic Hall of
Fame in 1996 after earning four
first-team All-America awards in
1987 when he was named the Big
Sky Conference's Defensive Player
of the Year as a senior. He also re-
ceived first-team All-Big Sky honors
in 1986 and 1987 and second-team
honors in 1985. He received honor-
able mention All-America recogni-
tion from the Associated Press in
1986.
BfQnco slden
compete in MontAlld
Boise State's women's ski
team finished its final day of the
Montana State Invitational Sunday.
The Alpine skiers competed in the
slalom and the Nordic skiers 'raced
10,000 meters.
In the 10K, the Broncos' April
Sanders was 48th with a time of
55 minutes, 56.4 seconds. Taylee
Foulger was 49th in 1:03.02.9.
The Broncos were led by Susana
Charvatova who took 17th with
a combined' time of one minute,
57.94 seconds (58.98 seconds in her
first run and 58.96 in her second).
Jacqueline Martain followed in
39th In 2:11.68 (1:07.01 and 1:04.67),
. and Anulilsa Oesterlund Was 49th
. in 2:28.09 (1:26.59 and 1:01.50).'
Next up for the Broncos will be
the Colorado Invitational-Jan. 27-
28 for the Nordic skiers and Feb. 3·4 '
fortheAlplne Racers.' ;
\0' ASST.EDITOR: DustinLapray
(sports@arblteronllne.com)
ors
Boise State football get verbal
commitments in before signing day
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
school senior also has verbally com-
mitted to Boise State. Defensive end
Kapono Rawlins-Crivello is ranked
63'din the nation at defensive end. The
senior at Kamehameha Secondary
School in Honolulu recorded 86 tack-
les, nine quarterback sacks and 18
tackles for loss this past season.
"The people, the coaches, the play-
ers-it's a great feel and I just think
it's a right fit to play at Boise (State),"
Rawlins-Crivello told The Arbiter.
Quarterback! safety Iason
Robinson recently committed to
Boise State. Robinson should play
safety at Boise State. The 6-0, 185 se-
nior at University Senior High School
in Los Angeles said 'honesty' was the
leading factor for him to committing
to Boise State.
"I was comfortable with the staff
and the program," Robinson said.
The Broncos also landed a big line-
backer from Redlands East Valley
High School in Redlands, Calif.
Derrell Acrey is 6-2, 235, and broke
the school record for tackles in a
game, with 21 this season. He will
also be joined at linebacker with Ben
Chandler from Del Oro High School
in Loomis, Calif. Chandler will most
likely greyshirt this coming season,
and join the team as a redshirt for the
2007 season after suffering an injury
this season.
The Broncos also have commit-
ments from three local players. Kicker
David Lowery and offensive lineman
Nate Potter from Timberline and Kyle
Efaw from Capitol have verbally com-
mitted to Boise State.
No player or staff member from
Boise State can comment orr recruits
until Feb. 1.
BY TREVOR
HORN
Sports Editor
2006 Class Football
.Commitments
Jason Robinson, S, 6·0, 185
University Senior HS, Los Angeles
Derrel Acrey, L8, 6-2, 235
Redlands East Valley HS
Redlands, Calif.
Davis Lowery, K, 6-0, 185
Timberline HS Boise
Kyle Efaw, WR, 6-4, 190
Capitol HS Boise
Nate Potter. OL, 6-5, 250
Timberline HS Boise
Mike Coughlin, QB, 6-4, 200
Mira Mesa Senior HS
San Diego, Calif.
Kapono Rawlins-Crivello. DE, 6-1,240
Kamehameha Secondary HS
Honolulu, HawaII
Ben Chandler, LB, 6-3, 207
Del Oro HS Loomis, Calif.
Broncos remain
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Assistant sports writer
The Bronco wrestlers have been
playing the role of road warriors,
patrolling the California interstates
on a domination quest, earning a5-
1record on the voyage (6-2; overall,
2,1 Pac-IO). .
"The main thing was getting
them plenty of rest coming off six
matches in Iour days, to get them
back into it a Uttle bit;" Boise State
wrestling coach Greg Randall said.
."The main thing is that they are
"1 think we are fine. We knew it was a tough road
trip. Those are two of the best teams in the WAC. I
think we are still good. It's still early and we know
the WACchanges throughout the whole season so we
know we can get a good roll going as we get deeper
into the conference," Lane said;
Ifhistory repeats itself, the Broncos should be ready
to put on some late season heroics, like what the team
has done the last two seasons. Two years ago, the
Broncos won 12 of the last 15 games to advance into
the NIT. Last year, the Broncos were one win away
from an automatic berth into the NCAA Tournament
despite a losing record after losing in the WAC tour-
nament title game to UTEP.
"Hopefully we can get it rolling here because it's
tough and kind of disappointing to start off bad,"
Lane said.
The Broncos will continue to look to the leadership
of Lane (10.6 points and 3.4 assist per game) and fel-
low junior guard Coby Karl, who leads the Broncos in
scoring (15.5), rebounds (4.9), and assists (4.33).
The Broncos also got a huge boost of confidence
from sophomore Tyler Tiedemann on Saturday night
in the loss to Nevada. Tiedemann scored 24 points off
the bench in the loss, and could be a-huge spark Jar
the Broncos for the rest ofthe season.
"Even though we were getting beat by a lot, he went
out there and played his butt off and that's good to
know we have someone that's coming offthe benchto
step in and produce for us like that,' Lane said.
IfBoise State wants to make a run, now may be the
best time. With San Jose State tonight (0-2 WAC) and
a trip to Hawaii on Monday, the Broncos will have all
but one of the tough road games out of the way-La
Tech on the road on Feb. 8.
"I think we do have the potential to get things go-
ing very early," Lane said. "If we do, that will be big
for us."
days in a row.
·When you go to. the national
tournament, you have to weigh In
three days lria row,' Randall said.
"We do this once a year, so that they
can do a four-day weigh-in, so that
they know they can do it."
Randalladded that the Broncos,
a team that has competed annual-
Iy for thePAC-10 crown, have been
picked to finish around the middle
ofthe pack in the conference. '
"We're not where We need to be,"/
-Randall said, "We've bad some ,
. injuries and we just need the
guys who are stepping in for-those
injured guys to step up and get
some wins for us."
One of those newcomers to the
Bronco roster' is freshman Cory
Fish, wrestling in the 125-pound
division. Fish is still adjusting to
,college wrestling.
"It's pretty rough," Fish said. "It's
not like. high school,when you're
winning a lot, college is definitely
a step up. I've had to .leam todeal
wi~ Ihsln~, boW-to !landle it, I've
.~',wr8st1ing 1PaP1'3) '.
.'.- .. ,::'"., _.- ,.' ',"
;
confident despite
losing streak
Wrestlers come home to grapple with beauty
'If confi-
dence is the
key in college
basketball,
then go ahead
and let the Boise State men's
basketball team cut down the
nets right now. Despite drop-
ping two straight games for
the first time this season,
the Bronco (8-7 overall) are
still in good sprits coming
into tonight's' home game
against San Jose State at 7:30
p.m. in Taco Bell Arena.
"Our confidence is very
high," junior guard Eric Lane
said.
The Broncos dropped two
games on, the road against
Utah State (75-69) on Thursday
night, and at Nevada (81-67) on
Saturday. But both ofthose teams
play in hostile environments, and
have great teams to match. Nevada is
13-3 overall and Utah State is 11-4 over-
all. The Broncos also dropped a We~tern
Athletic Conference game at home
against La Tech (11-6, 4-0 WAC)on a buzz-
er-beater by Paul Millsap. The Broncos (1-3
WAC)have.played the top four teams in the
conference (including a home win against
New Mexico State) and feel things are ready
to roll.
The Boise State football team has
received eight verbal commitments
from high schools seniors, The Arbiter
has learned.
Following the departure of just 11
seniors from the 2005 football team
that finished the season 9-4with a loss
at Bronco Stadium to Boston College,
the Broncos should only have 14to 16
incoming scholarship players come
letter ofintent day on Feb. 1.
As it sits of now, the class of 2006
is led by quarterback Mike Coughlin
from Mira Mesa High School in San
Diego, Calif. The sixfoot, four inch
signal caller is 21" ranked high school
senior quarterback in the nation, ac-
cording to Scout.com.
Another nationally ranked high
STlTE I
J
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prepped and ready to go."
Randall said his wrestlers worked
mainly on moves and technique,
learning from their road trip this
week, in preparation for the week-
end matches.
"We learned whatthe other teams
in the PAC-I0 have," Randall said.
. "A lot of it has to do with spending
that time together, getting closer
friends .. The coaches get to know
the wrestlers better: .
The consecutive duals on four
consecutive day$ forced.the.wres-
tlers to maintain thei~ weights four
Holy
Hassalback:
NFL is down:
to final four.
COMMEI'ol'1MY
BYMMKPURDY
Knight Ridder Tribune 1
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Goodness Gracious Grossman.
Here we are on the road to the
Super Bowl, football's most dan-
gerous highway. And guess who is
now sitting in the driver's seat?
Why, that would be. Matt
Hasselbeck, of all people. The
Seattle Seahawks quarterback has
both hands on the steering wheel
and is in total control.
At least that's how it appears
from here. This is Seattle's tour-
nament to lose after a stunning
weekend that proved, among
other things, just how silly it is to
.waste any time in October argu-
ing whether a team is one of NPL's
best ever.
Or have you forgotten about the
people who were ready to ship
the entire Indianapolis Colts of-
fense to Canton for a mass Hall
of Fame induction after the
team'sB-D start?
As it turned out, when the result
really mattered, the Colts couldn't
even make it out of their own park-
ing lot. (Although they did have a
couple of false starts.)
As we continue down the Super
Bowl turnpike, with the confer-
ence championship games next
up, let's look around and see where
everybody else is sitting - or rid-
ing, or hiding. Roll down the win-
dow and keep an eye out for ...
The medical van. Hearthatyelp-
ing noise behind the doors with
the red cross on them? Those are
the happy Steelers and Panthers,
receiving medical treatment af-
ter two astounding weekends of
football. Both teams deserve ap-
plause for going on the road twice
and winning. But the price is a
roster of beat-up bodies - and in
the case of the Panthers, a run-
ning back, DeShailll Foster, with a
broken ankle.
What does it mean? Don't count
on either Pittsburgh or Carolina
kissing the Lombardi trophy in
three weeks. It will be a huge task
for' them even to reach Detroit.
Only one team has won three road
games to reach the Super Bowl:
the New England Patriots of 1985,
who were so exhausted, they could'
barely fog the mirror in a 46-10 loss'
toChicago.
A courtesy limo to the casino:
The Denver Broncos had trouble
fitting the entire roster inside, bUI
they managed. They weren't just
lucky Saturday, they were swim-
ming in a pool of winning lottery
tickets. Because of New England's
three fumbles and two lntercep].
tions, the Broncos' three touchi
down "drives" covered acombined
total of 17 yards. Denver looked
worse than any of the teams thai
lost in the first round - but now has'
a chance to regroup and defeat the:
drained Steelers. Amazing.
The doghouse behind the
Indianapolis bus station. That's
where you will find Peyton'
Manning. After losing to the
Steelers, the man now has a 3,.
6 playoff record and is officially
the Dan Fouts of this genera-:
tlon, a great passer who racks up'
yards but falls short whenever the
Super Bowl is in view. Sunday, in
the comfort of his own dome, thli
crowd on his slde.Mannfng wa~
totally flummoxed by Pittsburgh'~
blitzes until the final quarter.i;
,Even then, leading itwild come~
back, Manning's field generalshi~
was unfathomable. After a .fum:
ble by Pittsburgh's Jerome Betti '
handed Manning an iricredibl
opportunity to tie or win the game '
he blew it. .... . " .
With three tiIIleo\Itsin his poe ,
etiMannlng kept g!>ingfor th
homerun balltrointhe28~.
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No rest forBmncuwcraan
While most of the students of
Boise State are settling in for the
new semester from a relaxing holi-
day season, the BoiseState women's
basketball team has been working
hard to get an upper hand on the
stake that is the Western Athletic
Conference.
And with fourWACgames played,
it looks like the Broncos' hand has
room to
go up or down.
With a 2-2 record in the WAC,and
a 10-6 record overall, the Broncos
sit in fifth place in the WAC, tied
with NewMexico State.
But before Boise State got a crack
at its fellow WAC opponents, the
Broncos started the break on Dec.18
with a win over San Diego 68-51.
The Broncos followed with a loss to
San Diego State 54-5Con Dec. 20,
a 61-50 win against San Francisco
on December 28 and finished 2005
with a NewYear's Eve 62-55victory
over Weber State.
BY MIKESH~RP
Sports Writer
Then the WAC season officially
began.
The Broncos didn't quite get the
opening that would have been most
beneficial, as the game went In the
direction of Louisiana Tech, 75-61
on Jan. 5. The Broncos followed up
the opening loss. with another to
New Mexico State, 61-60 In over-
time on Jan. 12.
But before the Broncos could get
too down-hearted about opening
the WAC
season with two losses, they fin-
Ished the break with two big WAC
victories
against Utah State on Jan 12 and
Nevada on January 14.
The 70-38 victory over Utah State
was an obvious release of intensity
that had been building. Now' after
the recent 58-50 win over
Nevada, the Broncos have pulled
even on the season In the WAC,and
seem
poised to move for positioning
before It's too late.
And it's far from too late.
Even in the two losses the
Broncos have shown glimmers of
excellence. In the
loss to LaTech Jackie Lee gave the
Broncos 22 points and Nadia Begay
added
another 19. In the overtime loss
. - a step away from being (3-1)-
Lee,
Michelle Hessing, and Thompson
all had double-digits.
The last two victories have been
huge for the Broncos, and there's no
reason
to believe that the positive swing
in momentum will stop now.
In the two victories Jessica
Thompson had 26 total points,
Jackie Lee had
25'.
Nadia Begay scored 19 points
against Utah State and Michelle
Hessing had a
breakout game against Nevada
with 14 points. With Hessing mak-
ing the break,
and Jackie Lee posting her first
career double-double against
Nevada (14
points, 13rebounds), it seems the
Bronco.women have come alive at
'the best
time.
The rest of January' is going to
IDAHO
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Asslstont sports editor
The elegance and esteem of gym-
nastic competition will sidle up
next to the physical domination
resonant of a wrestling dual Friday
night at Taco Bell Arena for the
fourth year of the Beauty and the
Beast competition.
The Bronco gymnasts host uc
Davis on one side of the arena,
while the Bronco wrestlers host the
University of Oregon on the other
side.
The Gymnasts are just beginning
their winter season. The team fell
to Arizona State Jan. 13at Taco Bell
arena 193.15-to-189.95,but is look-
ing to rebound from that loss with
a strong showing lna revolutionary :
event in NCAAhistory.
"It's always the most high-en-
ergy meet of the regular season,"
Boise State gymnastics coach Sam
Sandmire said. "The attendance is
almost double than a regular meet,
putting them together, you end up
getting fans that we wouldn't have,
we get cross-over fans."
'i
Have you become a victim of Religion?
Have you "lnherited" bellefs passed down to
you from previous generations without
scriptural substance?
Do you desire to discover the TRUTH
as it was taught by Christ Jesus through His .
ministers in the Bible?
PHcrro BY M@ ALLREIVl'HE ARBITER
Nadia Begay and the Bolse State women's basketball team are
on the road tonlght agalnst San Jose State at 7 p.m. (PTJ.
be trying for the young Broncos.
Tonight, the Broncos face San Jose
State at 7 p.m, (PT) in San Jose. The
Spartans are (2-0) in conference
and are currently in the second
spot. Being able to give the Spartans
their first win will give the Broncos
an incredible boost.
On Jan. 23 the Broncos host
Hawai'i. The Rainbow Wahine (1-
2) would love to
come in and give the Broncos a
taste of defeat on their home court.
Then comes the rematch with
Nevada. To take the series against
the Wolf Pack would be the biggest
step at that point at bearing teeth to
the rest of the
conference. If the talent and abil-
ity of the Broncos can run the table
to
this point they will be in prime
position for a rivalry beating against
the
Vandals on Jan. 28.
The Vandals are currently one
spot ahead of the Broncos in the
WAC
standings.
If the Broncos can even split the
four games, and remain .500 for the
The 2005 Beauty and the Beast
competition begins at 7 p.m. at
Taco Bell Arena. Students get in for
free. The cost for regular admission
is$5.
In the winter of 2003, Boise State
Athletic Director Gene Bleymaier
came upwith the idea for the Beauty
and the Beast competition. The
wrestling and gymnastics teams
had home duals on the same night
..in different buildings and it caused
a conflict forfans who wanted to at-
tend both events. Bleymaier later
put the competitions together and
the rest is history.
BSU started a trend, which is
sweeping the nation. Schools such
as Pittsburgh, Nebraska, Iowa State
and UCDavis will each hold Beauty
and the Beast type events this sea-
son. The Bronco gymnasts will be in
the UC Davis Beauty and the Beast
event next weekend. The original
Beauty and the Beast marked the
first occurrence in NCAA history
in which two NCAA sanctioned
events took place at the same time
at the same venue.
"It's a very dynamic mix,"
Please visit our website at www.bible-research.org
to receive more infounation on subject specific topics
using the scriptures in the Bible.
Orcontaet us at 119~573-4055, p.o. Box 9813, Coio.spgs.;co 80932
CURIOUS?
season, it will keep them in the
middle of the WACpack or better.
But is looking like an up year for a
teamthat was picked to finish near
the bottom in the conference, the
team has already been surpassing
expectations, and showing every-
one around the WACa team that
is going to be dangerous as the sea-
son gets older, and the players age
as well.
True freshman Jessica Thompson
showing herself to be a lead scorer,
Jackie Lee becoming a serious of-
fensive and defensive threat and.
Nadia Begay coming off the bench
as a consistent double-digit scorer,
this Bronco team promises to be
solid up to
the Conference tournament, the
post-season and for years to come.
But for .J10W the goal has got to
be looking at one game at a time.
If the Broncos can center in on the
Spartans they can strike a crucial
blow to the alignment of the WAC.
Knowing coach Gordy Presnell, that
would be his goal as well. Presnell
has done an excellent job so far of
keeping his squad's focus on the
game at hand.
Sand mire said. "There's excitement
in wrestling when somebody's get
pinned or there's a takedown or
reversal and the crowd is cheering
and the same thing happens when
something really great happens in
gymnastics."
The two sports are, believe it or
not, very similar. Both are Indi-
vidual/team sports, where indi-
vidual athletes are responsible for
performing in their respective di-
visions, yet also contribute to the
overall success of the team.
"They have a lot in common: their
excessive dedication to their sport,
so there's a lot of respect between
the athletes," Sandmire said.
For the athletes, the event is not
only an opportunity to get better
at their craft, but also to introduce
fans of one sport to those of anoth-
er, and by holding them together, to
bring fans from the corners of the
Boisecommunity.
"It's really exciting," BSU junior
gymnast Tara Oberg said. "It's eas-
ier to get up than the average meet,
SeeGymnastics [page 131
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SPORTS 13, a n ua r y 19 2 00 5
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
Albany, Bangura saved his best for
last, electrifying the home fans and
the star-studded judging panel to
take home the title. Denver Nuggets
head coach, and father of Boise
State basketball player Coby Karl,
George Karl and former Bronco
and NBAveteran Chris Childs were
among the judges for the slam dunk
contest.
The second and final skills com-
petition was the long distance
shootout. Along with 18-year-old
Ricky Sanchez, David Jackson rep-
resented .the Stampede in the 3-
pointshootout contest. Sanchez
came up second of six contestants
in the competition, and made 11of
a possible 30 points. Jackson was
the last player to shoot in the first
round, and finished strong with
16-the most in the round, and ad-
vancing to the finals with Jimmie
"Snap" Hunter from Gary. Hunter
finished with 15points, but Jackson
seal the deal as he caught fire in the
final 10shots to finish with 21, put-
ting the 3,883 fans once again on
their feet, as the Stampede players
won both skills competitions.
In game action Tuesday night,
Jackson continued his torrid shoot-
ing as he led all players in scoring
with 22 on 9 of20 shooting and 4-9
from long distance as the Western
Conference came from behind to
defeat the Eastern Conference 119-
100.
It looked as if the East was go-
ing to run away with the game,
but Jackson, along with former
Stampede player and current mem-
ber of the Sioux Falls team led the
way for huge third quarter, and the
win. Felix finished with 18points.
With over a dozen NBAscouts in
attendance Tuesday night, the CBA
all-stars were given the prime op-
portunity of how they can get their
shot to the next level, and show why
they take the pay cut from play-
ing overseas in order to get more
exposure here in the U.S. Yakama
Sun Kings player Antwain Barbour
showed better dunking ability in
the game then he did in the slam
dunk contest as ran uncontested
in the open court for a one-hand-
ed dunk. Barbour also finished
the game with 15 points on 7 of 10
shooting.
The Eastern Conference was led
by James Thomas (17points, 16 re-
bounds) and Randy Holcomb (20
points, 13 rebounds). Holcomb as
named the MVP, the first time in
three years a Stampede player did
not win the award.
The third Stampede player in the
all-star game was Eric Chenowith.
The former Kentucky standout fin-
ished with six points and 7seven re-
bounds on 2 of 10shooting.
The Idaho Stampede players in
action for the Athletes.com 22nd
CBAAll-StarClassic gave the home
crowd Wednesday night their
money's worth' at Qwest Arena on
Tuesday night.
In the skills competition, begin-
ning at 6 p.rn., Stampede player
Alpha Bangura brought the crowd
to its feetwith three dazzling dunks
in the first round to advance to the
finals in. the slam dunk contest.
Along with Iamario Moon from.......
, '
f _ ..
l'
PHDro BYSTANLEYBREWSTEIVI'HE ARBm:R
Left: Idaho Stampede guard Alpha Bangura won the slam
dunk contest during the 22nd CBAall-star game at tha'Bwast
Arena 'fuesday night. Above: Stampede center Eric Chenow-
ith goes up for a block shot later during the game. The West-
ern Irmfsranca beat the Eastern Conference 119-100 despite
being down double-digits in the first quarter.
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you get more people involved and people may not know about gym-
nastics or like it, but when the come and see us with wrestling and
It's just more fun."
Oberg said she competes in all four gymnastic events (balance
beam, floor routine, vault and bars), but said that the balance beam
is her favorite event. .
"I love the balance beam. There is so little room for error. It's a
challenge. You're on a beam that's four· inches wide and every-
body's scared to do it. A lot of the girls, when they're younger quit
because of it:'
BSUjunior gymnast Kristin Aldrich said that the event creates a
sort of bond between the two athletic squads, that it allows them to
interact in a way that no other two sports are able.
'It's the most exciting event of the year," Aldrich said, "The crowd
goes wild when the wrestlers do something. Normally we don't get to .
watch many of their events, because we're practicing when they're
practicing and we're competing when they're competing, so it's nice "
to see each other in competition." .
Although it may seem that the teams competing for crowd atten- :
tion and the extreme mix of athletic activity could be distracting, :
but Sandmire said that it may actually help her squad to focus more, '
if the crowd isn't solely focused on them.
She said it also helps themprepare for larger meets, later in the :
season, where multiple events are taking place at once.
After the Beauty and the Beast Friday, the Broncos then trav-
el to California to compete at UC-Davis before returning to
Boise State host Alaska-Anchorage and Southern Utah·
on Feb. 3.
moments when the event is ... odd.
"Everyonce in a while there will be a song playing ...
it doesn't fit the mood of what we're doing. It's kind
of funny sometimes, to watch some guys wrestle to a
pretty laid-back song, or classical music. It never both-
ered me, I don't think it really bothers anybody."
Fishwill be competing in his first Beauty and the
Beast event. .
"I think it's pretty cool," Fish said. "We all hang out
with the gymnasts, so we're pretty close in the fresh-
man class. I've never actually watched gymnastics,
I've seen it in the Olympics and stuff, but I've never
seen college gymnastics."
Fish said that when he was in high school, his and
another rival school put on a dual with the title "Battle
ofthe Bone," .
Anytime you put a name on something like that it
will attract a crowd.
The Broncos had won six straight dual victories, be-
fore falling to Cal Poly24-14 last Saturday. The Broncos
had beaten Purdue earlier in the day 19-14.
The Broncos went 5-1 on their road trip to improve
their overall record on the season to 6-2. Boise State is
2-1 in Pac-1Oduals this season.
The Beauty and the Beast event is followed by a dual
against Oregon State University on Jan. 22 (Sunday).
The Oregon State match will be in Bronco Gym
and starts at 2 p.m,
been doing a lot of it. I'm not going to put my head
down though:'
Friday night the wrestling team will compete in the
Beauty and the Beast competition, in which the wres-
tling team will have a dual against the University of'
Oregon while the BSU gymnastics team simultane-
ously competes against UC Davis. The matches are
both conference affairs.
Coach Randall said he believes the event to be a pos-
itive for his team.
"It brings a little more publicity to the wrestling
team," Randall said. "It also brings a better crowd and
I think our wrestlers enjoy competing in front of a big-
ger crowd. They kind offeed offthe crowd:'
Casey Phelps, a senior wrestling at 197-pounds, said
that the Beauty and the Beast competition has become
a mainstay ofboth programs.
"It's a Jot of fun," Phelps said. "There's a lot more
people there, that will help anybody perform at home,
that's the whole advantage ofbeing at home, your fans.
With the two sports it helps bring more people out,
they're both individual sports, playing for a team."
Phelps said that the gymnastics event won't be a dis-
traction for him as a wreslter.
"When I wrestle, I have a hard time hearing my
coaches, let alone anything else going on," Phelps
said. 'Tnl so focused on what I'm doing."
Phelps, careful with his words, so as not
to offend the gymnasts, said that there are
Figure skating a rare opportunity for female athletes to cash in
with a laugh, "In figure skating, there are no women,"
The other turning point, in Hines' opinion, came
when ABC launched "Wide World of Sports" in 1961, .
then added the world figure skating championships -
announced by the now iconic Dick Button - to the pro-
gram in 1962.
At that time, there were few other female athletes on
television, particularly in non-Olympic years.
Essentially, figure skating managed to appeal to
two sides of a changing society. Those still longing for
the so-called simpler time of the I950s could appreci-
ate that this was a sport in which female athletes still
looked, well, like ladies.
And as the feminist movement grew in the I960s, ex- :
panding opportunities for women, figure skating pro- :
vided an athletic outlet.
Borish, who has researched women's swimming, :
thinks that sport, also known as traditionally accept- .
able forwomen, has much' in common with figure skat- .
ing: . .~ .
"Both of these sports could fit in a dual model - aes-
thetic and athletic, but not totally challenging anyone's.
sensibility of what women should be," she said. "And:
in both cases, to varying degrees, they're competing in
public but also looking feminine."
with women, as athletes and fans, the sport originally
did not accept women as competitors.
The first factor that facilitated women's entree into
the sport, said James R. Hines, author of the recently
published book "Figure Skating: A History," was ice
dancing, which became popular in the 1890s. Solo
dance is not much fun - for participants or spectators -'
-so skating clubs that once had rules forbidding women
members then welcomed them.
Amazingly enough, when competitive skating ad-
vanced to the point that a world championship was
organized, it never occurred to anyone to include an
event for women. Hines wrote that Britain's Madge
Cave Syers - whom he calls "skating's first feminist" -
forced the issue by entering the men's division in 1902.
She finished second.
"I don't think there was any opposition at all," he
said. "It's just that nobody gave any thought to women
competing."
The next year, the topic was a hot one at the
International Skating Union's meeting, but no one
had placed it on the agenda, so nothing official could
be done. It wasn't until 1906 that a roughly equivalent
competition was held for women.It was not part of the
world championships, but a "ladies championship"
held at a different time and place.
And itwas, in fact, a ladies' competition. Said Hines,
won an Olympic gold medal, has remained at the top
of the sport and is a millionaire many times over at age
25. Her endorsement contracts reportedly rose from $4
million before the 2002 Olympics, where she won the
bronze, to $6 million afterward.
Scholars say the phenomenon is attributable to many
factors, ranging from the event's status as a television
draw to the expectations that society expects women to
live up to.
"The appeal is across the board," said Linda], Borlsh,
an associate history professor at Western Michigan
University. "It's not a beauty contest, but rather style
and grace on ice. And yet if you can't do the jumps or
the other aspects of skating, you're not going to win,
even if you have a lovely costume and whatnot."
That's not to say the men are ignored. Said 1988
Olympic gold medalist Brian Boitano, "I knew that by
winning an Olympic gold medal, I could basically se- .
cure jobs for the rest of my life, as long as I wanted to
skate."
It's just that Boitano's career earnings are compara-
ble to those ofother top male athletes, who compete in
a wide variety of lucrative sports. Among women, who
have far fewer opportunities beyond the collegiate and
so-called amateur level, figure skaters like Kwan stand
virtually alone.
Although figure skating now is associated strongly .
BY LORI SHONTZ.
St. L.ouls Post-Dispatch
In the months leading up tothe I992WinterOlympics,
Kristi Yamaguchi worked hard on her jumps. Her spins.
Her footwork. Her artistry. She agonized over every
little detail that she thought might help her win a gold
medal.
One thing she left to chance - what would happen af-
ter the gold medal was finally hers.
"I don't know if you can really prepare for it, and I
think you're better offnot to,"Yamaguchi said. "Imean,
that's just a lot of pressure to put on yourself, to walk
away with the gold. Nothing's a sure thing."
Except this: whoever wins the gold medal in the la-
dies' figure skating competition next month at the
Turin Olympics will join an exclusive - almost unique -
club. It's rare that female athletes receive the adulation
and endorsements that male athletes do, but female
figure skaters are a notable exception. .
The ladies' Olympic gold medalist becomes the face
of the Winter Games. Think Peggy Fleming ..Dorothy
Hamill. Yamaguchi. Tara Lipinski. Sarah Hughes. That
spotlight brings endorsements and other opportuni-
ties, and although those have waned since the sport's
peakin the mid-1990s, they are still lucrative.
Michelle Kwan, for instance, although. she has never
SAY IT
** #1 Spring Break Web-
site! Low prices guaran-
teed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book II people,
get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6 +. WWW.
SprlngBreak
Discounts.com or www,
LeisureTours.com or
800-838-8202
School' Health insur-
ance too expensive!! Visit
www.ldaholnsuranceSer-
vices.com Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or can
Jeff Anderson at 208-523-
3340.
SELL IT
SELL IT
2.1Ghz Compo 512MB,
80GB, CD-RWIDVD-
ROM, wIlT' monitor,
keyboard &mouse; $3001
obo. 880-8594
2003 GMC Envoy custom
grill & euro-Iights. Worth
$250 ea. will sacrifice for
$125 ea. Can Josh 403-
2418.
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Rctail $2250, sacrifice
$499. Can ~88-1464
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 921-
6643.
'RENT IT
I bdnnll ba ski cottage
in NEnd. Hrdwd firs, ale,
garage, Hot tub. Pets neg.
$500/mo. W/SIT paid. 61
010 lease avail. Call 503-
522-8637
PrivateLivingAreas& Bath
SharedCommonAmenities
AllUtilitiesAndBasic
CableIncluded
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
3 BDRM Apt. across from
Sub. Prime BSU loc. All
elec. coin op wid. $5951
mo. plus, refs, & dep.
336-3208.
An utilitics included, 5
min bus ride, or 15 min
walk from BSU. Coin-op
avail. on premise. $3651
mo. Call 462-3974
ALL UTILITIES PAID
Including cable and
high speed DSL.
Private bdrm Suite
w/shared Common area
& onsite laundry.
From only $325
Call 336-8787
www.hammackmgt.com
RENT. IT
DuPLEX: 2 bdrm, I bath,
WID, NC, I block from
BSU. $625 month. Call
284-8527
MIF Roommate needed.
Master bed/bath, Pool,
hottub, close to BSU.
$375 + Dep. Avail: 12/30
Call 272-0832
Room for rent in cozy
house. Responsible F,
large room/private bath.
12 min. drive to BSU.
$350/mo.867-1850
Very nice Clean I bdrm
collage. NW Boise,
Greenbelt access. Well
water paid. Avail. now.
$550 + dep. 344-6342
WORK IT
. ."
ArbitIf c1aIIlfIId lId~tilJWfrHto~.
C1aulfIId w may hip1IcJId.tIu'ei.wayI:
.arruIil: dinJfl ... @li.rbltirGnllna·~
phanlI: 345-8204 x 100
arstoPbythai aIIice at
1605 Un1vIrII.ty Drive
(across from IhI sutJ).
WORK IT WORK IT
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - Conditions are
changing and you will find for
the next couple of days you
have a lot more to talk about.
Don't let it Interfere with your
work.
WORK IT
• Marketing Sp2c1allst
• Public Relations Asst.
• Electronics Tech
• DieselMech.Tech.
• Robotics Tech
• Legal Admin. Asst
CALL CENTER REPS NEEDED
;0 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
$50 Sign on Bonus"
No Evenings or weekends
,Flexible day shifts available
Set your own schedule
Work 20· 40 hours per week.
Fun, casual, call center that offers full training
$8.00· $9.;0 per hour
Personnel Plus
5900 Overland Rd 378-8700
"bring ad for sign on bonus
'....'
Refer a friend to Boise State's two year college.
The LarrySelland College offers over 30.different
Career training programs at the Boise and
Canyon County Campus locations.
. Students'can become:
Many of our students get Jobs before they even
graduatel
• Professional Chef
• LandscapeDesigner
• Accounting Asst.
• Office Assistant
• BroadcastTech
•And Many Morel
Casino Party Dealers.
Age 21+ - must be fun,
friendly and outgoing! 4-8
hrs/week, weekend nights.
Must know at least one
casino game very well.
208 338.-5555 or email
eonstance@teamcasino.
net
Small Classes most limited to 20 students or less.
Outstanding Faculty with proven industry
experience. . ,
Real World Tralnlngl' Learn by Oolngl
Earn a certificate or associate degree in 4-24"
monthsl
Free Tutoring, most credits count towards a
bachelors degree.
. Allages and abilities welcome regardless of
previous educational experience.
Advisors available to meet with prospective
students.GED also available.
Ca.llTodayl 2 0 8 • 4 2 6 • 1 4 3 1
Larry Selland College
Organized, self starter to
join local team affiliated
w/cutting edge tech finn.
Earn while you learn,
commlbonus 853-3515
BOIH/ HAH '
U k I , ! I \ tl Y
Career Center
BroncoJobs
On- and
off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students
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FREE PAIR
POW
GLOVES
WITH
PURCHASE
OF
4 FRNT
<\~\\~t
SIU'?" OR
AK SKIS
~
WWW.WFOSKISANDGEAR.COM
Juke Box, Early 80's,
coin-op, 200 selections,
extra 45's incl. Works but
needs new needle. $650
OBO. 870-5677.
"K2 17.6 BOARD wI
bindings. Good condition.
Great for powder. $1201
obo. Call Tyrell. 429-
8335"
King size pillowtop mat-
tress set, brand new in.
bag. Must sell, $199. Can
Deliver. 921-6643.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $139.
Can delivcr. 921-6643
Queen Tempurpedic
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599,
Must sell $399 855-9688
Student Discounts! Buy-
ing and selling furniture
@ 608 N Orchard II - 6
Men-Sat! Call 631-885\,
250-4467
SHC)P FOR FURNITURE ONLINE·
www.boisefurnitureonline.com
WORK IT
BRONCOSNEED-
JOBS.COM We need
Paid Survey Takers in
Boise. 100% FREE to
join. Click 0n Surveys.
Work for a non-profit
across the street from BSU.
Phone workers PIT or FIT
cvc/weckends' required,
Call 343-1377
Internet Service Reps Needed
$;0 Sign on Bonus"
Are you Internet savvy?
Enjoy talking to people?
Work in a fun, casual, Boise call center
Flexible hours - Set your own schedule
Work 20- 40 hours per week.
Great for students, or to supplement income
Training provided
$8.00 per hour to start
Personnel Plus
5900 Overland Rd 378-8700
"'bring ad for sign on bonus
"
Crossword
© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Now Hiring Baristas
Java Detour 6935 WOver-
land Rd. Exp. preferred
but not required. Apply in
person or call 377-8881
Check out
BroncoJobs
4:I"tj'j'li'iilJli18ilii"i
htlp:!!career.boiseSlate.edu
MODEL SEARCH
Idaho's top booking
agency is casting print &
promotional models for
Tylenol, Avon, lAMS,
Oil of Olay, Kodak, Utah
Brides, Outdoor Retailers
& Thanksgiving Pointe. _
We need female and male,
ages 16 to -40, our rates
are $30 to $250 per hour.
Call today for an appoint-
ment. 208-424-0799. Wil-
helmina Urban
www.urbantalent.com
LIKE SPORTS?
We need sports writcrs!
Email barendt@
boisestate.edu to apply.
,..FOR THOSE WHO HAVE
EXCELLENT VERBAL SKILLS
AND NEED A FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE ...
-Evenlnq and Weekend Shifts
020-40 hours/week
-Top Dollar-our reps average
°S8-12/hour
-Pald Training
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 358-4888
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today Is a 7 - listen to all
the advice that anyone wants
to offer: You'll soon be into
the action phase, and-you'll
appreciate it all.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - You're doing well,
so It's about time to take on a
new challenge. Start studying.
Pick a new project. Do you
want to die of boredom?
Virgo (Aug. 23-Se"t. 22)
Today is a 9 - Don't let a minor
disappointment throw you off
your stride. Keep your wits
about you; you're going Into a
profitable phase.
Taurus(Aprll 20-May 20)
Today Is a 9 - Don't touch your
savings; or put any more on
your credit cards. That won't be
necessary. Use your creativity
Instead.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today Is a 6 - Drudge along
another day, doing the difficult
stuff. By tomorrow you'll be in a
phase that'll be much more fun.
Gemini (May 21-June21)
Today is a 6 - Finish your
household projects and get
the place cleaned up, on the
double. That's very Important if
you're Interested In romance.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.21)
Today Is an 8 - Team effort
Is required, but they'll get
nowhere by themselves. Focus
their attention and point them
In the right dIrection.
comics
horoscopes
Today's Birthday (01-19-06)
Focus your attention on the
most Important things, and you
can achieve them this year.
That would be love, courage
and compassion, as you already
know. To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is
the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) Today is a 6 - The cash
cow won't be producing quite
as much after tomorrow. Don't
let yourself get distracted from
the job at hand until then.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 - All ends well, so
go ahead with plans as soon
as you can. Earlier is better;
complications will arise ..
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 - Finish up your
project, a new phase Is coming
soon. Gather provlslons, you
may want to take off on a new
expedition.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - You're full of
good Ideas. Don't be surprised
If others get Into the habit
of asking you to share. Be a
channel.
(c) 2006, TRIBUNEMEDIA
SERVICES INC;
Distributed by Knight Ridder-
Tribune Information Services.
,.
ACROSS
Waves of grain
color
6 Exploits
10 Hobos
14 Funeral song
15 Punt or junk
16 Largest
continent
17 Marriage
18 Check signers
20 Rented
22 Gung-ho
23 Heavy weight
24 Earlier nightlight
28 Swiss states
29 Ultimate
33 Boston fish
choice
36 Goddess of folly
37 Of the Arctic
38 Untethered
39 Outer edge
40 Selassie of
Ethiopia
41 Leaves off
42 Brit's toilet
43 Fidgety
144 Buddies
•45 John and Julian
47 Sweat-inducing
position
48 Hydrogen's
number
51 Clapton's
instrument
55 Bacon serving
57 Habitual night
owl
61 Kemp of the
NBA
62 Move a bit
63 Ms. Fitzgerald
64 Stable mothers
65 Stockings
66 Winter ride
67 "Thou _ not ..."
.f'.
••.
1.~
DOWN
1 RatedX
2 Co-star of
"Rebel Without a
Cause"
3 Boitano or Boru
4 'Prima donnas'
.' ptQblems'
5 Deserters
6 Jurist Fortas
7. Pro's opposite
8 Whit
9 Violent weather
10 Wingding
11 PC operator
12 Actress Sorvino
13 Strip for a
beauty pageant
19 Talkie tunes
21 Newsman
Rather
25 Up-and-coming
actress
26 Medicated
liquids
27 Sea polyp
28 Expenses
29 Bank offerings
30 Landed
31 Maglleand 2D
32 Low-ish card
33 Swine's supper
34 Robin Cook
book.'·
35 Churn up
37 Apparitions
45 Michaels and·
Greene
46 Scull's propeller
Solutions
1/19/08
47 Cured pork
48 "Lovey Childs"
author •.
49 Stair post -
50 Physicist Mach
51 Lillia.n or
, .' ·'Dorot!ly
52 To, old-style
53 Sister of Osiris
54 Ripped uj)
56 Persian ruler
58 Unkindly
.. 59 Pub order
60 Womanizer
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Chicks Rule
pg.3
Tamarack
a year later
pg.1
Inf~. on 32
regi~nal
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tWomen's ski
team blazes
new trail.""..,..""...""~ Marcb14
9:00a.m-3:00pm ,
,SUBJordan Ballroom
BY DUSTIN L~PR~Y • Assistant sports Editor
for practice.
BSU Nordic coach Aniya Deitz said
that the girls have been in training all
year, practicing on the Boise Greenbelt
and other "top secret locations" on short,
aluminum roller skis.
Sanders and Foulger are joined on
the BSU women's ski team by freshman
Jacqueline Martain, who competes in
the Alpine events (Slalom and Giant
Slalom). The three are the only players
on the BSU team .
"We're looking to grow big time" Deitz
said. "The next couple of years will be re-
ally progressive."
The BSU ski team doesn't get much
notice' around campus. Many students
don't even know there is a team here. The
program is only in its second year as part
of the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Conference.
"People on campus are like, 'What?
You ski?' No one really knows about it,"
Sanders said. "That's kind of frustrating
because we put in all the training and
the practice, and nobody really knows
about us."
The team will spend the holidays in
Utah. All three athletes and coach Deitz
are Utah natives.
"We're going to be skiing the entire
time," Deitz said.
The Boise State women's ski team,
that's right B,SUhas a women's ski team,
opens its season Jan. 7-8 at the Utah
Collegiate Nordic Invitational, then
heads to the Montana State Collegiate
Jan. 14-15.
The Utah invite is held ill Soldier
Hollow, Utah (the same site of the 2002
Winter Olympic Nordic competition).
The invitational is held in conjunction
with the U.S. Nationals.
"Not only is it the first race ofthe year,
but it's one of the hardest courses in the
country," BSU senior Taylee Foulger
said.
Foulger and teammate April Sanders
both compete in the Nordic (cross-
country) competition. The Nordic event
at Soldier Hollow is a 5 K race, but the
Broncos will compete in races up to 15K
later in the season.
"I'm nervous for the pain," Sanders
said. "From the start to finish is a mental
battle, a physical battle, getting up those
hills, flyng down the hills and having
enough energy to get up the next one.
And our technique, that suffers when
you are tired."
The team competes in five meets
this season, two before school starts
'and three after. The meets are to be
held in Montana, Colorado, Utah and
California. The two-day events include a
pair of races, either on Friday-Saturday
or Monday-Sunday.The Broncos
currently are in training at Bogus
Basin Ski Resort, where they have
been working since Nov. 4.
Last season the Broncos prac-
ticed mostly at Tamerack Resort,
in McCall, due to a lack of snow at
Bogus Basin, but this winter the
early storms offered enough
snow so that Bogus was fit
ForAll Boise state University Studentsl
Meetwith representaUves from: Healtb-care Facilltl
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~ take it all too seriously. You don't need to hire a coach to
learn how to become pro, just watch and learn and ask your
friends or other riders how they do it," Christy said. It just so
happens that Christy's favorite place to ride is Jackson Hole,
Wyo. just hours away from Boise. _ .
Dakides has been said to be "hands down the best female
snowboarder in the world." Dakides, like fellow pro female
riders, has had to cross the gender barrier in the sport. She
has taken the snowboard world by storm with her ability to
"rise above most men in the realm of freestyle," according
to blockattahoe.com.
As females strap in and get ready to glide down mountains
upon mountains of prime powder, groomed runs, or some
wild backcountrv, they will represent to the fullest extent.
Women all over are tuned in and ready to ride.
served for females looking to shred and show
off their skills, just like the men.
Just hours from Boise, where snow seems to
always land; Is Grand Targhee. This resort holds
rnulttple clinics designed solely for women. From
tele-sking to alplneskingto snowboarding, fe-
males can partake in clinics designed to enhance
performance, skill level, and passion for their cho-
sen sport. .
On Feb. 24-Feb. zs, the infamous "Chick's Rule
Snowboard Camp" will be held. According to Grand
Targhee's Web site, "This camp is for women only,"
so guys, even if you think chick's rule, take your
board's elsewhere. "In this friendly learning envi-
ronment we stress camaraderie over competition
- and you'll quickly improve your riding in a nurtur-
ing group setting. Our team of professional coach-
es will cover a multitude of topics from basic carv-
ing to switch riding and much more." -
Clinics like Grand Targhee's heighten the female
snowboarder to a different level, one where com-
petitions and tours are quickly revamping catego-
ries to include and single out the female facet of
the progressing world of snowboarding.
Female riders Ii.keBarret Christy, Tara Dakides,
Jessica Dalpiaz, JanaMeyen and others are paving
the way for ladles looking to make their mark or
just earn some respecton the hill. In an interview
posted on gnu.com, Christy offered some advice
to young ladies looking to break the sexual divide
and delve into the life of female professional snow-
boarding. "Just have fun and keep riding. Don't
ARBITERONLINE.COM
GR"EENWOOD'S
SKI · HA US 2400 BOGUS BASIN RD
(208) 342-6808
www.greenwoodsskihaus.coill
t~lt
~c,
•
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BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant Culture Editor
Ripping and roaring through fresh powder,busting indie-grabs and rodeos off 3D-footjumps, and competing with the best of the
best. One might think that this describes the most
recent competition or scene at a ski resort, which
is absolutely right, except - what gender pops into
the mind when describing big air and sick tricks?
Most likely it's a man. Well ladies, tune in because
pro-female snowboarders are on the rise and they
are representing.
In the third annual TransWorld Snowboarding
Business/National Ski Areas Association survey
released in 1998, female snowboarders were said
to comprise 38.4 percent of snowboarders shred-
ding down the hill. This same study claims that
the greatest effected areas by this grOWingfemale
trend will be resorts in the Rockies and Pacific
West. According to a TransWorid Industry news
article by John Stouffer, over the last 13 years
snowboarding has grown a total of 269 percent.
"In 2093 the total number of riders "grew from 7.69
million to 7.82 million in the United States."
According to a report from the New York Times,
1.8 million are women and in the 2004 National
Skier/Boarder Opinion Survey, 40 percent of rid-
ers were female, as stated on graystrays.com.
In past major competitions and tours, women
have been allotted a few categories. Now there
are competitions, tours, films, ..and clinics re-
Brand Targhee's
"Chicks Rule Snowboard
Camp" offers female
boarders an opportunity
to enhance their skills. SALES SE-RVICE RENTAL LEASING
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BY DUSTIN L.APRAY
2445 BOGUS BASIN ROAD * 208.429.8855~ Tl"C _ ClI" __ In MII..L.)
You Frozen H20 cluster .
falling in hordes
dragged by gravity's tug
and-whipped by tile whimsy of wind
You twitched my nose last night, falling
in that indescrillable slit of open air
between hat &. scarf and I licked
your supple droplet as the heat of
my tongue destroyed your infinite
structure of indiviCluahty
I smell you at least 2 days coming
I can feel you in my' knees
taste the change
in the barometric gauge
At'first the earth is too warm
it melts you into run-off gutter races
But you hang in shadows until
November becomes February and you
cling to The Frozen ground,
like Immigrants troubled by bearings,
yet secure in footholds .
,I catch you on my boots when, J
I trumble through fields . .
stacked with yourcolJsins and friends
I ball you up & toss you at mine, just to
get a rise out of their everyday motions
I see you paint my mountains
I wallow in yourextesses
I glide across your'surface
on waxed appendages
I praise your chill, for in May youilre a
run-avyay youth who. only returnsftome
when It's too cold to stay out all' night
•
Hours 11:3AMto 6PM ';:.t?I)i'n dat:!s Ol week unti I Bogus opens
Bogus SnoUt hours? :30AM ti 1 the mountain closes each dat,,!
Tamarack Resort"* Idaho's first all-year resort expands terrain, lodging facilities
BY SARA BAHNSON
Hews Editor
Tamarack, the newest addition to Idaho's
ski and snowboard resorts, has expanded
its terrain this winter to- Include ten new
runs, two new quad lifts, as well as new'
lodging facilities. The resort is located in
Donnelly, Idaho and is two hours north of
Boise.
Tamarack skiers and snowboarders now
have access tol4 trails and 250 acres on the
top half of the mountain.
The number of named runs have also in-
creased from 25 to 35 and the off-trail ter-
rain will double, according to www.tama-
rackidaho.com.
Jessica Flynn of the Tamarack Resort
Public Relations Team said Tamarack
will become a two-pod mountain, which
means skiers and snowboarders will have
two different types .of terrain to experi-
ence. She said 140 acres are now available
on the north side ofthe mountain.
"There's more snow, more trees and
more of an opportunity for off-terrain ski-
ing and snowboarding," Flynn said.
Flynn said this new terrain should be
open by Christmas.
More snowmaking capabilities will al-
low Tamarack to say open at least until
Mother's Day, as well as provide for more
Nordic skiing on the 30K trail system,
Flynn said.
TamarackResort's second season started
Nov. 23 with hundreds of skiers and snow-
boarders hitting the slopes.
The resort received national atten-
tion when President George W. Bush
visited with his 'wife in
August. During their week
at Tamarack, the Bushs rode
through the resort on a 16-
mile mountain biking route,
toured Lake Cascade and
fished off a pontoon boat.
"We got so much media
coverage," Flynn said. "The
Tamarack name is really out
there and I think it [Bush's
visit] highlighted Tamarack
as an all-season resort."
Tamarack has also seen
success this year with the
sale of their new Village
Plaza condos. The condos
were introduced to the pub-
-lie on Oct. 22 this year and all 129 dwell-
ings were sold within the day.
"Four of our five real estate resales
have been sold out," Flynn said. "We still
have real estate available and we do two
resales a year:
Flynn said the Village Plaza should be
open with all ofthe amenities in 2008.
New lodging should be open at the be-
ginning of2006, Flynn said: The Members
Lodge and Spa will be the first hotel at
Tamarack Resort, and will include a spa,
.Morel's restaurant and a Nordic shop.
. The resort is the first-all season resort
to be built in the U.S. in over 23 years.
Tamarack provides for a number of ac-
tivities Including skiing, hiking, moun-
tain biking, and golfing. The resort also
emphasizes its close proximity to Lake
Cascade and the swimming, boating,
fishing, sailing and sea kayakingit has
to offer.
tamarack and
Brundage Mountain.
Resort will host the
'Payette River Valley .
Snowboard Series,
a United States of
America Snowboard
Association sane-
lionel! competition
this winter. .
The event will In-
cludethreeSlopestyle
and SuperPipe events
at Tamarack. Point
leaders of the compe-
titions will qualify for
the USASA National
Championship at "Northstar-at-Tahoe" in
Truckee, Calif. The Payette River Valley
Snowboard Series begins atBrundage on
Dec. 17.The events at Tamarack begin Jan.
14.
"It's a big deal (or people to be able
to qualify for nationals at Tamarack,"
Flynn said.
Tamarack will also be hosting the Winter
Games of Idaho during the second week
of February. The games will include a
SuperPipc freestyle competition and a "Big
Air" competition.
The competitions will be broken down
by age, gender and skier or snow boarder.
Registration for the event ends Feb. 8. The
'Winter Games will also include a "Nordic
Racc" competition. ' -
Tamarack's lifts are open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
daily. More information is 'available at
www.tamarackidaho.com.
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Above: Fresh tracks and prime powder.
Left: snowboarders on Tamarack's opening day.
Eelow: Skier tearing it up in terrain park.
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